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ALL BRANCH BANKS
MUST HAVE A SEPARATE CHART-
ER AND CAPITOL STOCK.
Attorney General Breathitt so Con-
strues the Law and Many Banks
Will Suffer.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 12.—
Secretary of State Ben L. Bruner
having discovered that several
small state banks were operating
branch banks without any separate
or additional capital stock, and that
these branch banks were not making
any quarterly reports to the state,
wrote a letter to Attorney General
Breathitt asking if a state bank has
the legal right to establish a branch
bank in another town or another
county. The attorney general ren-
ered his opinion and holds that it is
absolutely unlawful for a state bank
to conduct a branch bank.
The principal complaint comes
from Daviess county, where one
bank with only $15,000 capital stock
has been conducting several
branchas that had no capital stock.
Several complaints from other coun-
ties were also received.
The branch banks will have to
discontinue or be prosecuted. The
opinion will create a sensation in
banking circles.
COMING BO
LOCISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 13.—It
was pnnoueed on good authority
here ;today that W. S. Taylor would
return to Kentucky for trial on the
chit* of complicity in the murder
of Gior. Goebel. According to the
report he will not come back until
afteti the November election and the
triaOyfill be held in Louisville before
a sptciai judge.
SIX SOLDIERS 1JUOGE SANDIOGE REFUSES CHANGE
OF VENUE IN BROWDER CASE.RAIDED LODGE ROOM AT WAL-
LONIA LAS1 NIGHT
Searched Those Present and The
Rooms and Carried Away Some
of the Paraphernalia.
CADIZ, Ky., Aug. 112.—Six sol-
diers claiming to have been sent
from Hopkinsville, raided the lodge
rooms of the Masonic order at Wall-
onia last night and took therefrom
some of the paraphernalia of that
society.
The lodge room is located up-
stairs over the Christian church
and John H. White, council corn-
mander,states that the Woodmen of
the World were initiating Freeman
Gilkey a candidate. The door was
unlocked and without warhing,6 sol-
diers entered, afte: searching those
present proceeded to go through the
rooms. From a closet they took
some of:the aprons and parapherna-
liaof the order.
Planned Raid.
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. 12.—A sol-
dier claims to have overheard a con-
versation on the street this morning
in which it was said that it had been
planded by the night riders:to raid
Murray after the present term of
court was over..
With this warning due precautions
will be taken to .prevent any such
attempt should it be made.
AP 
Self Protection
Is the first law of nature. Protect
your health by connecting your








Raw Bone and °Liana Mixture,




'We have it in all sizes. The Kentucky Drill has a
Cone-shaped Bearing on Disc. Guaranteed
against Aear or breakage for five years.
Paris Green and Paris Green
Sprayers!
Come in and Examine Our Goods
Before You Buy.




























Prisoner Brought From Louisville to Russellville and
Case is Called—Defense Asks for Contin-
uance—Soldiers Accompany Prisoner.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Aug. 12--
Circuit Judge Sandidge this morn-
ing refused to grant the change of
venue asked by the attorneys for
Rufus Browder, the negro charged
with the murder of James T. Cun-
ningham. Judge Sandidge took the
case under advisement yesterday'af-
ternoon at the completion of the
hearing of the testimony, preferring
to consider it in all its details before
announcing his decision.
Immediately after the giving of
the opinion on the change of venue
the case was called for trial. The
prosecution announced ready, but
the defense asked for a continuance.
In giving his opinion on the change
of venue Judge Sandidge stated that
every person implicated in the mob
which hung the four negroes on the
from Louisville and is being kept in
jail under a heavy guard.
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Aug. 12.
—A serious clash between Sheriff
Torn Rhea, of Logan county, and
state soldiers took place yesterday
when Sheriff Rhea reached here
with the negro; Rufus Browder.
The sheriff resented the efforts of
the militiamen to surround the
prisoner, .and when two soldiers
climbed on the seat of the carriage,
he threw themto the ground and the
wheels of the vehicle passed over
one of the men. After the negro
had#ieen placed in jail a conference
was held by the Sheriff with Capts.
Dan Carrell and R. J. McBryde, Jr.,
morning of August 1 is guilty of at vi:hich peace between the civil
murder in the first degree. andmilitary authorities was :es-
Browder arrived here last night
OHIO NIGHT RIDERS
Destroy a Big Barn and All its Con-
tents.— Had Received Warning.
CINCINNATI, Aug. 12 —Night
Riders invaded Hamilon county
and with the torch, wiped out the
possessions Of Grant Stevens, farm-
er two miles east of Elizabetown.
who despite threats had grown 150
acres of tobacco.
Stevens was awakened by the
barking of his dog and, hurrying
into tne barn yard, saw six men
running away. Fearing they would
execute a yand movement and at-
tack his home he remained on guard
at his doof with rifle in hand and
watched his well-stocked barn burn
to the ground. Stevens lost four
horses, twenty-six hogs, a lot of
harness, twenty tons of hay and
farm implements.
Stevens, it is said, has gotten a
number of threatening letters, but
paid no attention to them.
Elizabethtown is eighteen miles
from Cincinnati.
I I  4 I - I I I
Celebrate Golden Wedding.
Although a disagreeable day Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Renshaw, with a
host of friends and acquaintances
from far and near spent last Satur-
day at their hospitable home near
Sinking Fork, Ky., celebrating the
50th anniversary of their happy mar-
ried lives. Three children survive
them, Mrs. Curtis Adams, Crofton,
Ky., Mrs. W. W. Renshaw, Chica-
go, Ill., and Mrs. W. B. Dean of
this city, were among those present.
After every one did justice a hand-
somely decorated wedding table.
Many valuable presents were reciev-
ed and the good will of all resigned
supreme.
EIRE IN BASEMENT
Threatened J. Miller Clark's Grocery
Last Night.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Fire was discovered in the base-
ment of J. Miller Clark's grocery on
Avenue A and Virginia street this
morning about 12:30 o'clock and an
alarm was turned in at once. The
department responded in short or-
der and upon their arrival found a
threatening b/aze in the basement
but With twowell directed streams of
water soon extinguished it. The fire
itself did not get into the upper room
and the damage is due principally
to smoke. The loss will be consider-
able and is covered by insurance.
STRAWBERRIES IN AUGUST




That is the unusual delicacy which
Hopkinsville people are enjoying
now, or at least that part of them
who are lucky enough to secure any
of the rather limited supply. These
berries are the second crop of the
season produced on the vines of E.
F. Coyner's Highland ranch, and
they are being gathered in consid-
erable quantities. Yesterday he
sold eight gallons and today he sent
In six gallons. The berries are re-
tailing at 60c per gallon. If rains
continue to fall plentifully the crop
will continue for some time.
The berries are not so large or fine
looking as those which came at the
usual time for this fruit, but they




LINCOLN, Neb., Aug. 12.—For
the third time William Jennings
Bryan was today officially notified
that he had been nominated for
president of the United States.
The notification ceremonies took
place according to the program
which had been arranged and was
the scene of much enthusiam. The
city was elabarately decorated and
every citizen exerted himself to the
utmost in honor of the occasion.
The ceremonies were witnessed by
ohn W. Kern, the vice presidential
nominee, Norman E. Mack, chair-
man of the national campaign com-
mittee, Josephus Daniels, head of
the literary bureau, John E. Os-
borne, of Wyoming, John E. Lamb,
of Indiana, G. Humphrey O'Sulli-
van, of Lowell, Mass., and other
notables in the councils of the
Democratic party.
Everybody present expressed the
highest and most sanguine belief
that the Democratic ticket would
be elected by a goodlmajority.
JUDGE COOK WANTS JURY TO
PROBE ALL REPORTS THOROUGHLY
Says That Rumors That He is Night Rider Are Circu-
lated By Slanderers For Political Effect. —No
Verdict In The Ellis Case.
va.
JUDGE THOS. P. COOK.
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. 13.—No
word has been received from the
Jake Ellis jury since yesterday
morning when they announced they
could not agree as to whether or not
Ellis is a Night Rider. Judge Thom-
the jury on the case until a verdict indictments returned 
against me
have a full investigation and I wantas P. Cook seems determined te keep
is reached. and Mr. Smith or I 
want a complete
vindication. The people whose cir-
cuit judge I am, and the people
whose representative Mr. Smith is,
are entitled to an investigation and
they shall have a thorough one if I
can give it to them.
"There must be no whitewash af-
fair. It must be open and above-
•
Judge Cook is courting the fullest
investigation of the charge that he
is a Night Rider. He says:
"These slanderers have circulated
reports concerning me and Mr.
Smith that are utterly without board. Those responsible for the
foundation. They have said that I
am an oathbound member of the 
rumors must give their authority,
Night Riders, and have declared
that they can produce the man who
administered the oath to me and
also six or more witnesses who were
present when the oath was adminis-
tered.
"I summoned the grand jury and
directed he men composing it to in-
vestigate the reports. I gave them
the names of men whom I had rea-
son to believe knew all about the af-
fair. I will leave nothing undone to
"These reports came to me day
after day. They were so utterly
absurd that I did not pay any at•
tention to them. Finally, it came to
my attention that responsible men
were circulating the reports, and
then it was that I decided to take
immediate action.
and I qirected County Attorney
Barnet to ieave no stone unturned.
"Politics," I believe, is at the
bottom of all of it, as I sin a candid—
ate for re-election. Then again, ef-
forts are being made to intimidate
me in the cases growing out of the
night riding.
"It will fali, however, and I ex-
pect to be completely vindicated be-
fore my people. The charge that I
am a Night Rider is ridiculous, of
course, but I want vindication by
the people's representatives.
PERSONAL NOTES LEE HILL'S RESIDENCE
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Miss Dorothy Adams will leave
this afternoon.for a ivisit to Mam-
moth Cave.
Miss Hazel Roper will leave to-
morrow morning for Sturgis, Ky.,
for a month's stay.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Crockett, of
Oklahoma City, are visiting the fam-
ily of J. D. Russell on South Main
street. .
Mrs. N. B. Edmunds .is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. John Winfree,
in Nashville.
Miss Nell Fraser, of Lafayette, is
the guest of Mrs. H. D. Brame, on
South Campbell street.
J. F. Ellis has returned from a
visit to the Great Lakes.
Mrs. W. A. Bailey and son, Fen-
tress, are visiting in Madisonville.
Miss Ruth Adams, of Church Hil:,
is visiting Miss Nora Higgins.
Mrs. George Whitesides, of Car-
bondale, Illinois, and Miss Lillian
Bell, of Knoxville, Tenn., are visit,
lug Mrs. J. E. 'looser on South
Main street.
Miss Kathleen Fuqua, of Clarks-
ville, is visiting Mies Katie May
Cooper.
At Gracey Narrowly Escaped Destruc-
tion by Flre Last Night.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
The residence of Lee Hill, at
Gracey, narrowly escaped destruc-
tion by fire last night. During the
evening some member of the family
had occasion to go into a closet
for something and a match was used
to give light. After the family had
retired for the night Mr. Hill awoke
with the consciousness that some-
thing was burning. Upon opening
the closet door he found the whole
interior ablaze. By several well di-
rected buckets of water he extin-
guished the fire, which it is sup-
posed had caught from a flying spark
from the match. The loss will
amount to about $100.
- • 
Excursion to Carlsbaad, New Mexico.
$32.50 round trip, with stop over in
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas.
See the beautiful Pecos valley, f a-
mous for its orchard and alfalfa
fields, where the su.n shines 386 days
in the year. For particulars see
Josiah G. Harris, or Roy Smith, P.
M., Clarksville, Tenn. dltwlt
TO *
Mrs. Virginia Lipscomb is visit-
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"KKR STRUT"
Founder of The W. C. T. U. is Dead
i at Age of 92.
i
SPRINGFELD, Mo., Aug. 8.—
Mts. Eliza D. Stewart, known the
wend over as "Mother Stewart '
died at the home of Mrs. Farns-
worth, in Hicksville, at the age of 92
ylars. She was the founder of t
he
fist Woman's Christian Temperan
ce
Upion in this country, at Osborn,
 in
1873, and conducted the famous cr
u-
sade in Ohis shorty after that. L
ater
se organized the society in E
ng-
land, and was a close friend of 
lady
S?merset.
During the Civil war she acted as
Ja Red Cross nurse. Afterwards 
she
1 ctured in the south on behal
f of
the sufferers.
blether Stewart was a well-k
nown
14 England and Sccolamtd as 
in the
United States.
' He body was brought h
ere and
buried beside her husband.
:
:
' "My father has for years be
en
tfoubled with diarrhoea, and tri
ed
every means possible to effect a cu
re
*ithout avail," writes John H. Zir-
ltie of Philippi, W. Va. "He saw
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy advertised in the
Philippi Republican and decided to
T
y it. The result is one bottle cured
imand he has not suffered with the
isease for eighteen months. Before
slaking this remedy he was a con-
Cant sufferer. He is now sound and
*ell, and although sixty years old
,
tan do as much work as a you
ng
4sean." Sold by Andersonee:Fowler
prug Co., incorporated.
Diarrhoea Cured.
. Attention, Asthma Sufferers!
1
. Foley's Honey and Tar will gi
ve
Immediate relief to asthma sufferers
and has cured many cases that had
refused to yield to other treatment
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
remedy for coughs, colds and all
throat and lung trouble. Contains
no harmful drugs. For sale by L. A.
mlit)hnson & Co.
Cured Hay Fever And Summer Col
d.
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Ind.,
*rites: "Last year I suffered for
pree months with a summer cold so
!distressing that it interfered with my
business. I had many of the syrup-
tons of hay fever, and a doctor's pre-
scription did not reach my case, and
II took several medicines which
seemed only to aggravate it. Fortu-
pately I insisted upon basing Foley's
pcloney and Tar. It quickly cured
one. My wife has since used Foley's
'Honey and Tar with the same suc-
cess." For sale by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
SUMMER RATES TO CERU-
9 LEAN VS SONt
Beginning Saturday May 16th,
1908, and on every Saturday and
!Sunday thereafter up to and includ-
ing Sunday, October 18, 1908, the
Illinois Central will sell tickets to
Cerulean and Dawson Springs, KY-•
and return, for all trains Saturday
and Sunday morning at rate of one
fare round trip.
G. R. NEWMAN, Agt.
Beautiful Women
Plump cheeks, flushed with the
soft glow of health and a pure com-
plexion, make all women beautiful.
Take a small dose of Herbine after
each meal; it will prevent constipa-
tion and help you digest what you
have eaten. Mrs Win M Stroud,
Midlothian, Tex.. writes: "We have
used Herbine in our family for eight
years, and found it the best medi-
cine we ever used for constipation,
bilious fever and malaria." Sold by
L. A. Johnson (!it Co.
--••••0000- -000
Drive rheumatism from the blood
with Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Reme-
dy, Tablet or Liquid, Sold by An-
derson Sr, Fowler Drug Co., incorpo-
rated.
GRADED SCHOOL ELECTION
Will be Held at LaFayette on Septem-
ber 12.
Acting upon a petition which was
filed sometime ago, Judge Prowse
has called an election at LaFayette
to decided whether or not that town
shall have graded schools. The
election will be held on September
12.
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney or bladder
trouble that is not beyond the reach
of medicine. No medicine can do
more. For sale by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
For Sore Feet
"I have found Bucklen's Arnica
Salve to be the proper thing to use
for sore feet, as well as for healing
burns, sores, cuts and all manner of
abrasions," writes Mrs. W. Stone,of
East Polond, Maine. It is the 'Pro-
per thing, too, for piles. Try it! Sold
unier guarantee at Cook & Higgins
and Cook's Pharmacy. 26c.
01•10. ••••• 4111'
pAS7OR IA
For Infants and Children.






HAD A GOOD TIME
Did The 2 600 I. C. Employes at
Cerulean.
Twenty-five hundred good natured
Paducahans employed the big Illi-
nois Central Railroad excusion Wed-
nesday to Cerulean Springs, Ky.t
The fifteen coaches left Paducah
early and made a good run to Ceru-
lean. The day was spent in the park
at the springs at base ball and every
sort of innocent amusement. Never
was a picnic of the Illinois Central
railroad better conducted or larger
enjoyed than the :one that returned
to Paducah at 9 o'clock Wednesday
night, There was not an incident to
mar the big real pleasures of the day
and no two dozen hundreds of Pa-
ducah folk ever returned home in
better hum 4r than did the I. C. pic-
nickers. Th credit is given to the
men of the railroad who had the out-
ing in charge. Every person from
the railroaders, committee, I. C.
officials and the good citizens of
Cerulean did everything in their
power to put the outing down as a
success and for every one to be mer-
ry.—Paducah News-Democrat.
A Faithful Friend.
•'I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Ren.edy
since it was first introduced to the
public in 1872' and have never found
one instance where a cure was not
speedily effected by its use. I have
been a commercial traveler for
eighteen years, and never start out
on a trip with out this. my faithful
friend," says H. S. Nichols of Oak-
land, Ind. Ter. When a man has
used a remedy for thirty-five years
he knows its value and is competent
to speak of it. For sale by Anderson
&Fowler Drug Co.,incorporated.
A Boon to Elderly People.
Most elderly people have some
kidney or bladder disorder that IS
both painful and dangerous. Foley's
Kidney Remedy has proven a boon
to many elderly people ae it stimu-
lates the urinary organs, corrects
irregularities and tones up the whole
system. Commence taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy at once and be
vigorous. For sale by L. A. John-
son & Co.
Don't Grumble
When your joints ache and you suf-
fer from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle
of Ballard's Snow Liniment and get
instant relief. A positive cure for
Rheumatism, Berns, Cuts, Con-
tracted Muscles, Sore Chest, etc. Mr
I. T. Bogy, a prominent merchant at
Willow Point, Tex., says that he
finds Ballard's Snow Liniment the
best all round Liniment he ever us-
ed. Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
Why James Lee Got Well
Everybody in Zanesville,O.,knowe
Mrs. Mary Lee, of rural route S. She
writes: "My husband, James Lee,
firmly believes he owes his life to
the use of Dr.King's New Diseover3
His lungs were so severely affected
that consumption seemed inevitable
when a friend reeornmended New
Discovery We tried it and its use
has restored him to perfect health."
Dr. King's ' New Discovery is the
King of throat and lung remedies.
For coughs and colds it has no equal
The first dose gives relief. Try it!
Said under guarantee at Cook &
Higgins and Cook's Pharmacy. 50e
aad $1. Trial bottle free.
August time, tells on the nerves.
But that spiritless,no ambition feel-
ing can be easily and quickly al-
tered by taking what is known la:,
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Restorative. Within 48 hours after
beginning to use the Restorative,im-
provement will .be noticed. Of
course, full health will not immedi-
ately return. Time gain. however,will
surely follow. And best all, you will
realize and feel your strength and
ambition as it is returning. Outside
influences depress first the "inside
nerves" th mn the stomach, Heart,
and Kidneys will usually fail
Strengthen thole failing nerves with
Dr. Shoop's Restorative and see how
quickly health will be yours again.




Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the
United States Express Co., Chicago,
writes, "Our General Superintend-
ent, Mr. Quick. handed me a !mottle
of Chamberlain's Colic, flholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy some time ago to
check an attack of old chronic diar-
rhoea. I have used it since that time
and cured many on our trains who
have been sick. I am an old soldier
who served with Rutherford B.
Hayes and William McKinley four
years in the 23 Ohio Regiment, and
have no ailment except chronic di-
arrhoea, which this remedy stops at
once. Sold by Anderson&Fowler
Drug Coeincorporated.
Children in Pain
Never cry as do children who are
suffering from hunger. Such is the
cause of all babies who cry and are
treated for sickness, when they real-
ly are suffering from hunger. This
is caused from their food not being
assimilated out devoured by worms.
A few doses of White's Cream 'Ver-
tnifuge will cause them to cease cry-
ing and begin to thrive at once. Give
it a trial. Sold by L. A. Johnson &
Co.
Taken Up as Estray.
A light bay mare mule about 15
hands high and 8 years old, cross
eyed. Owner can reclaim same at
my stable. T. D. Morris, 4th and Va.
,000.-00,r0







Written in a sincere and kindly desire to help the young
who do not know, and the older ones who sornetimeA forge
t
BEAT A MAN WITH PLANK STUD-
DED WITH NAILS.
He Was Then Covered With Tar And
Feathers And Tied to a Tree.—
Woman Warned.
Employees should be dignified in deportment, and not
 wrestle, hug, trip, jostle. These things
all make an impression on customers. and a bad impre
ssion.
Keep away from gambling-rooms, pool-rooms and a
ll places where you would not care for your
employer to see you - or have you see him.
There are valuable positions always opening up in a
ny progressive concern. Be ready to be pro-
moted. Promotions go straight to the cheery, int
elligent worker.
Don't throw waste paper and refuse on the floor—
baskets are provided for rubbish. Be very care-
ful never to leave oily, waste in rubbish baskets or
 on the floor—put such in metal cans and see that
the cover is on. Spontaneous combustion is a comm
on cause of fire.
Above all in writing letters never show resen
tment or anger. The letter lives long after the cause
of the offense is forgotten. To write to a distan
t friend a give-away on the house—a grand call-down
—is an error that is paid for every day in tear
s. The number of such letters posted in company en-
velopes, that are misdirected and come back for the p
roprietor to read, is enormous. No one knows
why these scandalous letters are usually direct
ed to Chicago when the writer meant they should go
to San Francisco. If you are going to defame y
our employer, never do it on his time or stationery.
If asked for information, be surf; you have it be
fore you give it. Do not assume that the location
or fact is so now because you once knew it so. Do
n't misdirect. Make your directions so clear that
they will be a real help.
And for the same good reason keep your per
sonal callers, personal letters, personal matters,
thoughts and states of mind away from the pos
t of duty.
Never use the office telephone as a gossiping 
convenience. If your duties are to 'phone, say what
is to be said quietly, intelligently and briefly. 
There are houses that are known by their courteous
telephoning. Loss of temper at a 'phone gains n
othing. Telephone courtesy is a great thing, as
courtesy al ways' is. 
COPYRIGHT, 1908, BY ELBERT HUBBARD
Edited for THE NEW ERA by G. C. SIB
LEY
NATURALIST.--Is a buffalo a later on by 
Elmer Wickett who
buffalo or a bison? spent it. We do not know who has
ANSWER.—We would say unhesi- it now but we wish we did.
tatingly that .a buffalo is a buffalo.
We have never seen one that was
not. Similarly, a dog is 11.-dog. If
the so-called Naturalist means the
overgrown beeves that roamed our
praries, in ancient times, that kind
are bison.
RUSHVILLE, Ind., Aug. 8. - 
 
absolutely indispensable
Beaten almost to insensibility by 
HOUSEKEEPER.—Please give ttrf4
me a receipt for putting up fruit, 
lady player.
white caps, perforated with small
holes caused by a'nail-pronged board 
ANSWER.—It. depends on the fruit 'R • E DITE—Did
add where Yini want to 
iput t. If
covered with tar and feathers. Joint 
Shakespeare?
Tribbey, a well-to-do farmer, was 
you mean watermelons and want to ANSWER — Anthorities are
put them up on the house, the best
method we can think of is to tree a
derrick.
ATHLETIC —How is the game of
tennis played?






FILES PETITION FOR BENEFIT
OF HIS CREDITORS
Charges That Most of Claims Are Un-
fair— Liabilities Are $453,140 47
And Assets $128,022.
and balls. If "Athletic" is a lady
she will have to lay in a supply of PITTSBURG, Aug. S.—Alleging
squeals and squeaks also as these that his creditors are pressing un-
to a fair claims against him and that he
is unable to pay, Harry K. Thaw
slayer of Stanford White, through
his attorney, Charles Morschauser
of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,,and ex-Gov.
not Stone, of Pennsylvania, filed a peti-
agreed as to the author of Shakes- tition in bankruptcy in the United
peare but we favor Mar u Twain's so- States court here. Detective Roger
Iiition of the problem. that "Shakes- O'Mara, of Pittsburg, was named as
was not written by Shakes- receiver for Thaw's estate and gave
but by another man of the bond in the sum of $200,000.
name." In his bankruptcy papers. which
were signed by Thaw while outside
the Poughkeepsie jail, he shows
some startling figures. He places
Damn w r i te
SUFFERING MORT A L—My
wife's mother is visiting us; what
shall I do?
ANSWER—We suppose that "Sur_ 
his assets at $128,022; his liabilities
ering Mortal" wants to know how a
t $373,375.31, Thaw, through his at-
to get rid-of the lady. We got rid of t
orneys, sets forth plainly that he
does not believe that he owes the
oars once by burning down tire
house, hut she stayed around , the 
$453,140. lie names thirteen credi-
neL,hborhood until we rebuilt and 
tors, and gives the amounts which
they claim he owes. Of this num-
ber only two claims are undisputed.
He admits te owing Mrs. Mary C.
Thaw, his mother, $191,600, and he
also approves the claim of Roger
O'Mara for $400 fees as a detective.
There then follews in his paper a
list of creditors and their amounts.
AP- 5i*
The foot prints.of Dyspepia have
been directly traced to the stomach
nerves. When the "inside nerves"
faiLindigestion and stomach distress
DELICATE.—Which is the , best must surely r
esult. For this, drug-
way te teke castor oil? gists everyw
here are supplying a
prescription known as Dr. Shoop's
ANSWER.—Castor oil may be ren- Restorative. First, these tiny- inside
the usefulness of an airship in war tore of copperes, sulphuric 
acid and dered tasteless by mi
xing with Stomach,Heart,and Kidney nerstes.ii,  
.
times. Today at 5 o'clock Capt. 
--oesIss
glue over the person of your 
off- Whiskey—providing you d r i n k 
fail. Then gas belching, palpi-
tation, or failing Kidneys follow..
Baldwin will be ready for the 
i
I
springs they will be protected as
 enough whiskey before taking the Dont drug the Stomach, or stnn-
official speed trial, hogs do not like to taste such 
a pre- oil. Some use a mixture of cas
tor ulate the Heart or Kidneys. That is
Rising from the ground like a in on- paration. 
goil and kerosene as the castor oil wrong. Strengthen these failing
1:
ster bird of the air, slowly and buoy-
loses its taste by this method also. nerves wi
th Dr.Shoors Restorative.
antly, the aerial ship, built for the
If Henrietta biscuit what did
It he the nerves, not the organs that
United States army, was headed in- 
Marguerite? OLD MAID.- I am forty-three 
are calling for help. Within 48 hours
alter starting the Restorative treat-
to the westerly wind by Capt. 13ald- 
ANSWER.— We have referred this years of age and 
unmarried. Can m.e.pt,y..ou_wili realize the gain. A test
win. A complete circle was di- 
question to the Chief of the Depart- 
you advise me as to how I can fte-
cure.a goo,' selection of gentlemen 
will tell. Sold by Anderson&Fcrwlt /
cd, the balloon rising gradually to a 1------
nent of Agriculture and *ill let you admirers and also what I shall do 
"rug Co., incorporated.
height of 200 feet. 
knew at a future date. to let, them know in a delicate way
that. I may be persuaded to enter.
Again pointing to the west and at- the * f •INQUISITIVE BIOLOGIS
T. - bonds o matrimony?
taming an estimated speed of twelve • What is. the
 most nourishing food?
visited
Hessie
alleged to have been on to friendly
relations, broke in the windows and
left a note of warning for her to lea% e
the country with her father under
found bound to airee.
Tibbey said he had been taken
from his home by eighteen masked




Shortly after the finding of 'Prib- ANSWER.—Our crystal
 gazer
bey, it was learned whitecanpers had been sitting up all 
night trying
the home near by of Miss find out. She says it will un
doubted-
Smith, with whom he is ly•be a large man who has trav
eled
extensively. Both Bills have trave:-
ed and both are large. If that crys-
tal gazer don't do better by tomor-
row she is going to get fired. She is
will he
ANXIOUS INQUIRER.— if an
alligator pares a pair of alligator
pears how many pairs of alligator
whitecapping took place, are inipli- pears can a pair of alligator
s pare?
cated. ANSWER.—It depends entirely on
the pareing pm opensities of a pair
of alligators.
FARMER.—I have a very savage
WASHINGTON, Aug. 8.— Capt. 
hog that has twice attacked my little
Baldwin at Fort Meyer piloted his 
children. At the last attack the hog
it
military balloon to the ground after eat 
h left hind lm i g of nchild.te Whatca Idoly tyro urgp ie:
making a successful flight of nearly vent this?
five mile in an effort to demonstrate ANSWER.—By spreading 
a mix-
penalty of death, at. present in a trance ar
id
Tribbey said he also had 1 een or- severely spoken to as soo
n as she
dered to leave within thirty days. gets out.
Officers are working on the clew
that some of the moat promipent far-
mers of Possey township where the
FOR OFFICIAL TRIAL
miles an hour, the ship voyaged in
a direct line for nearly two miles,
when the trip back was begun The
wind was blowing at a rate of seven
miles an hour and as the throttle
was thrown open a little wider by
Mr. Curtiss, who again operated the
engine and the planes. the ship flew
along at speed of eighteen or twenty'
miles an hour.
When the dirigible balloon passed
over the starting point it was about
500 feet in the air. Bringing his ship
against the wind Capt. Baldwin
made a landing much the same as
pilots of water craft bring their ves-
els to the side of a dock.
EXCITEMENT CAUSED
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Aug. 8.-
-Thursday night several shots were
fired in the neighborhood of the L.
& N. shops and Sheriff Rhea and:his
patrols arrested three negroes, Jesse
Hall, Dudge Wilson and Genevieve
Morrow. Hall had a big pistol and
tne woman ..admitted he had fired
the shots, though they could give no Mrs. 
W. H. Cummings, Jr., the
reason for so doing. The two men guest of Mrs
. Gus Brannon,has been
were fined $100 and fifty days in jail the honoree 
of several bridge parties
and the woman Wad released. The during the p
aet week . Monday night
Shooting caused some excitement at Mrs. Dixon 
Kitchen was the hostess
the time. and the 
prize was won by Miss
A NSWER.—E_tgs. A man can take
a hen with, him and cross the Sahara
desert.
lived with us a year longer. We do
not recommend this method except
in extreme cases. The best way,
we have ascertained, is to purchase
quite a number of fox terriers; the
kind that play around the house. In
due time time house will become'
saturated with fleas. Mother-in-law
hate fleas, and will invariably flee.
The fleas may be a nuisance for
a while but what if they are?
ANSWER.—We have referred this
matter to our wife. She is of the
opinion that all that is necessary is
a few thousand dollars, say, fifteen.
ESSAYIST.—I have been asked A moderately ornamental man can
to read an essay on the French revo- be secured for this amount, but if
lution. Will you kindly give me a
brief history of the same?
ANSWER—We Will. We know all
about it. We had an ancestor who
participated therein. We have sev-
enteen men at work now getting at
the facts and if you will call person-
ally with a dray we will be glad to
give you our manuscript.
SCIENTIFIC—What is the great-
est invention that has ever been in-
vented?
ANSWER—We find in Babylonian
'records a cuniform description of a
device to keep a woman from talk-
ing.
Q. B. C.—Did George Washington
riatly throw a dollar across the Po-
tomac river?
ANSWER—He did. It was found
Much Social Attention.
you are an artist and care to go in
for rare editions it will take any-
where from a hundred thousand to a
million. We, ourselves, brought
two hundred thousand and as you
know us, you can calculate about
what price you wish to pay.
MARRIED MAN.—I wish to take
a summer vacation but do not wish
to take my wife alpng. How can I
get her to want to stay at home?
ANSWER. —You can't.
VOTER.—How old is William
Taft.?
ANSWER.—Old enough to know
better.
CU RIOSITY.—Who were the old-
est inhabitants of America?
ANSWER.—Aborigines.
Fanie Phelps. Tuesday night Miss
Fannie Phelps entertained.The prize
was won byMrs. Theodore Troendle.
Friday night Mrs. E. H. Barker was
the hostess. The gentleman's prize
was won by Hiram Tnomas, the
lamties' prize by Miss Jean McKee
and the booby went to Mrs. Ups haw
Wooldridge. Tonight Mrs. Brannon
will entertain.
She Likes Good Things
Mrs. Chas E Smith, of West
Franklin. Maine. says: "I like good
timings and have adopted Dr. King's
New Life Pills as our family laxa-
tive medicine, because they are good
and do their work without making a
fuss about it." These painless pur-




Miss Carlotta Gregory is visiting
Miss Mabel Oldham in Elkton.
Miss Mable Joiner, of Lafayette, _Fe
Is visiting her grandfather, W. R.
Thompson, on Second Avenue, east.
Mesdames Chas. S. Jackson, Dr.
J. B. Jackson and son and Miss Ida
Johnson have gone to Horn Springs
Tenn.
Miss Sara E. Cayce is visiting
Miss Kathleen Tilly in Clarksville.
Miss Annie Cayce is in New York.
How to Avoid Appendicitis.
Most victims of appendicitis are
those who are habitually coustipat-
ed. Foley's Orino Laxative cures
chronic constipation by stimulating
the liver and bowels and restores the
natural action of the bowels. Foley's
Orino Laxative does not nauseate or
gripe and is mild and pleasant to
take. Refuse substitutes. For sale







































Buckner & West  92
32
Capps, J. D  5
Murphy, J. N  97
Fowler, D. E  1
Hendrix, Monroe  6
Pickergill, J. T  14
Vaughn, Fairleigh  289
Weaver, G. L  1 25
Vaughn, Fairleigh  80 00
Mabry, Ed  1 65
Garrott:Mrs. Millie  25 00
Leaven, T. A  31 00
Jenkins, J. C  187 42
Hail, B. A  24 50
Hopkinsville Kentuckian 3 50
Smiley, Oscar  53 00
Roberts, Basil  19 50
Dollins, Watt  166 73
Pleasant, J. F  257 91
Peyton, Porter  45 99
Gee, J. R  74 70
McGrew, M. H  15 95
West, William  2 65
Mooreland, J. T  1 00
Hight, Frazier  1 50
Williams, A. W  3 60
Planters' Hdw. Co  214 45
White, J. A  81 09
Pickergill; J. T  2 00
Johnson, J. C  12 12
Cavanaugh, G. T  4 52
Pleasant, J. T  304-09
Foulks, E. L  2 55
Peyton, Porter  49 00'
Hail, B A  29 62
Dollins, Watt  177 72
Jenkins, J. C  121 86
Vaughn, Fairleigh  308 29
Vaughn, Fairleigh  10 00
Deason, W. F  34 65
Campbell, J  30 56
White, J. A  5 76
Denton, J. H  13 00
Vaughn, Fairleigh  30 00
Forbes Mfg. Co  17 39
Forbes Mfg. Co  108 92
Croft, W. B  9 50
Blankenship & Jones  3 19
Pleasant, J. F  192 20
Alexander, John  30 00
Alexander, John  50 00
Garrott, R. J  29 25
McGrew, M. H  9 90
Kimberland & Co  5 55
Peyton, Porter  53 00
Hendrix, E. W  23 50
Lunderman, T. M  43 00
Planters' Hdw. Co  20 70
Forston, Caleb  18 75
Buckner, V  50 00
Wood, A. W., Treas 1000 00
Garnett, E. H  13 00
Gordon, Wesley  10 00
Wright, J. P  7 00
Jenkins, J. C  16 75
Johnson, J. C  8 34
Coleman, E. W  32 25
McGrew, M. H  22 10
Moore, Ben C  2 00
ICelly, F. C  57 55
Clark, Caleb  7 00
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Vaughn, W. T 
Roberts, Basil  
Planters' Hdw. Co
Yancey, J. G 
Overton, W. R 
Ruddell, H. S 








Johe, J. S 
Peyton, Porter  
Campbell, B 
Winns, Andrew  













Joiner, E. D 
Capps, J. D 
Beehea As, J. H 
Kimberton & Eades 
West & Torian 
McGrew, M. H 
Orten, James 
Jones, J. W 
Hight, J. H 
Drone, Prince 
Peyton, Porter 
Gee, J. R 







White, J. A 
Roper, Emmett 
Coleman, E. W 
Shaw, R. A 
National Surety Co
Lander, Henry  
2
3 00 Robinson, Ed  15 68
50 00 Fortson, Caleb  20 00
96 42 Adams, C. R  5 55
210 81 
Coleman, E. W  7 50
Smiley, Oscar  5 25
9 10 Flowers & Davenport  29 40 
Lacy, J. D 16 25 2 10
52 10 Miller, A M  81 90
45 50 Harris, J L., Jr  94 25
60 00 Witty, Lee  20 445
Lander, Henry  40 00
00 Boyd, S. R  50
00 Dabney, Geo 25 00
95 Wynn, Andrew  44 37
00 Henry, A. M 2 30
25 Frazier, F I  22 00
80 Coleman, E. W  8 00
25 Jenkins, J. C 16 50
50 Smiley, Oscar  7 50
95 Boyd, W. E 5 00
34 Bryant, G A  1 50
00 Boyd, F. M 8 92
95 McClelland & Mansfield 25 00
20 Clark, C E  5 00
05 Morris, Rodmond  3 00
25 Clark, C E  15 00
64 Wiles, Guy R  2 50
47 Hail, B. A  2 10
15 Murphy, J. N 65
00 Forbes Mfg. Co  
89 
96 08
87 Johnson W F  15 28
50 Campbell, F. B  91 65
30 Dollins, Watt  56 49
45 Orten, James  18 14
00 McClelland, Mansfield  17 00
72 Bullock, J E  30 00
50 Vaughn, Fairleigh 
72 McClelland, Mansfield  
132 005 ,0
00 Miller, A. M  
3 
50
50 Campbell, F. B  
d 
66 75
05 Smiley, Oscar  1 62








36 Radford & Dixon 
55 Wilson, Loyd 
25 Smiley, Oscar 
52 Campbell, F. B 
West, John 
Boyd, J. H 






  52 13
40 00
$44,661 02
Metcalfe, John •  13 60
Roberts, Basil  24 50
Knight, F. M  27 50
Putnam, W R  63 50








Vaughn, W. T  15 00
Dolling, Watt  85 51
McCord J T  49 73
White, J. A  24 00
Peyton, Porter  63 00
Overton, J. W  110 00
Quisenbury, Allen  50
Summerhill, W. H  117 00
Peyton, Porter  34 501
Jenkins, J C  178 20
Roper, E A   119 51
Lyle, J P  10 00
Garrott, L 0  22 50
Wynn, Andrew  32 50
Young, John  62 45
Torian & West  2 80
Deason, W F  3 60
Orange, G. W .  49 85
Hendrix, E. W  27 00
Campbell, F. B  103 76
Hopkinsville Lumber Co  • 34 r-Ji
Winn, Andrew  86%25
Jenkins J C  19347
Lyle, J. W  1 00
Hendrix, E. W  14 00
Littlefield, W. W  3 00
Buckner & West  14 22
Denton, J. H  14 87
Peyton, Porter  47 36
Pleasant, J. F  58 00
Young, Oscar  36 65
Forbes Mfg. Co  38 93
Miller, A M  8 50
Hail, B A  9 00
Fowler, D E  1 25
Payne, W. C  2 00
Smiley, Oscar  118 00
Gee, Jas. R  11 75
Kimberling & Co 10 59
Burnett, S. E  3 20
James, Jim  1 00
Dollins, Watt  926 23
Peyton, Porter   61 75
Clardy, T. F  75 00
White, J A  15 12





Vaughn, Fairleigh  13 66
Murphy, J N  144
Orten James  53
Jenkins, J. C 
Hill & Murphy 
White, J. A 
Dollins, Watt 
McCord, T. J  75
Coleman, E. W  11 20
Miller, A M  2 00
Orten J. D  5 00
Leaven Stone Co.  6 00
Leavell Stone Co  2 00
Vaughn, Fairleigh  11 81
McCord J T  176 15
Clark, Chas. E  3 00
Forbes Mfg. Co  61 32
Planters' Hdw. Co  15 00
Barber, C. M  7 50
Winn, Andrew  28 75
Wright, S. B  34 00
Butler, John M  5 00




Parker, W L 
Dixon, J. F 
Rogers, John W 
J M 
Garrott, W. W 
Estes, A J 
Allensworth, Jas
McReynolds Lewis 
Smith, H. S 
Adams, C. R 
Jackson, D. J. B 
Dawson, G. V 
Garner, Walter 
White, Abner 
Rogers, John W 
Parker, W •L' • " "
1 50 Estes, A. I 
4
Radford, W A 
Murphy, W J 
Lander. Henry 
(SCHEDULE B.)
Henry, A. M 
Littlefield, W W 
Hopkinsville Water Co 
Boxley, Geo 
Dabney, Geo. 
Johnson, W. W 
Hopkinsville Water Co 
Clark, C. R. & Co 
Wiley & Walker 
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co 
Gardner, W P 
Freeman, Mrs. Emma 
Payne, Dr. J. R 
Anderson, A. & Co 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Dabney Geo 
Gray, W E 
Thomas, Dr. F P 
Breathitt, Jas 
Everett, Ethel 
Johnson, W. W 
Johnson, .W. W 
Hord, J. G 
Cornpbell, G. L 
Campbell, G. L 
Clark, H. B 
Rogers, John W 
Moore, T. H 
Dixon. J. F 
Garrott, W. W 
Estes, A. J 
Morris, J. M 
Parker, W. L 
Parker, W L 
Allensworth, J. L 
Cook & Higgins 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
Smith, David 
P'Pool, W. A. & Son 
Duffy, John E 
Elgin, L L 
Cook, B. A 
Adcock, W E 





Carter, G. F., agent 
Improved Disinfectant Co 
Hopkinsville Water Co 
Clark H B 
Garrott, W. W 
Parker, W. L 
Rogers, John W 
Estes, A. J 
Moore, T. H 
Morris, J. M 
Hord. J. G., Pow. Corn
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
Dixon J F 
Abbitt Rev Geo C 
Armstrong, R L 
Littlefield W W 
Dabney Geo 
Renshaw, F P 
Elgin, L. L 
Cook & Higgins 
Clark, C. R 
Rogers, John W 
Garrott, W W 
Morris, J M 
Parker. W L 
Estes, A J 
Dixon, J. F 
Clark H. B 
Helsley, H C P. 
Hopkinsville Water Co
Moore, T H 
-)arker, W L 
Lewis, Casanda 
Duffy. John C 
Morris, R. A 
Puffy, John C 
Renshaw, Jarred J 
Cornelius., W. H
Payne, J. L 
Boyd, John  
Moore, T. H 
Breathitt, James
Dabney, •Geo 
Elgin, L. L 
Clark A R 
Thomas, Dr. F P 
Gray W E 
Clark,H B 
Garrott, W W 
Dixon J. F 
Estes A J 
Moore, T H 
Lander Henry 
Morris, J M 
Rogers, John W 
15 Parish B. P 
46 ' Moore, T H 


















































2 00 1 Clark H C 
300 00 ' Dixon, J. F 
40 00 Knight, John 'i•V 
1
 
Morris, J. M 
Wooldridge & Co 
2 00 Garrott, W. Wi. 
50 00 McShane, Hugh 

































































































































































Jackson, Dr. J. B 
Lewis, Mrs. Casanda 
Cook, R. A 
Lander Henry 
Littlefield W W 
Dabney, Geo 
Gresham, J. A 
Barker, B. B 
Hord, J. G 
Dulin, F. M 
Miles, L. D 
Hopkinsville Water Co.
Brasher & McCord 
Wilson, W. A 
Clark, H. B 
McShane, Hugh 
Bank of Hopkinsville
Wolf, G. M 
Wolf, G. M 
Estes, A. J 
Estes, A J 
Clark, H. B 
Dixon, J F 
Morris, J. M 
Moore, T H 
Garrott, W W 
Allensworth, Jas
Parker, W L 
Co Judge Jury Warrants
Pool, W A 
Elgin, L L 
Woosley, R L 
Brown J. H 
Berry, D. W 
McShane, Hugh 
Gee & Southall 
Winfree, L S 
Dabney, Geo 
Cooper, A. M 
Brown, J. L 
Clark, H B 
Petsch, Ferd 
Boone, M. D 
Dabney, George 
Renshaw, F H 
West, T. M 
Whoherry, E. E 
Cox, R E 
White, J. W 
Garrott, W W 
McKnight, Everett D 
Clark, C. R & Co 
Garrott, J. J 
Wood, B F 
Clark, H B 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Allensworth, J. L 
Renshaw, F P 
Hord, J. G 
Garrott, W W 
Moore, T H 
Dixon, J F. 
Underwood, J. T 
Parker, W L 
Stewart, R W 
Knig, T. A 
Morrison J L 
Estes, A J 
Morris, J.. M 
Forbes, E W 
Johnson, A. B 
Allensworth, J L 
Gray, W, E 
McShane, Hugh 
Bell, Dr. Austin 
Dixon, J. F 
Rogers, John W 
Clark, H B 
Blunt, Wm 
Morris, J. M 
Garrott, W W 
Moore, T. H 
Parker, W
Estes, A. J 
Rives, Frank, & J. E. Rogers
Rives, Frank, & J. E. Rogers
Jennings, Sam C 
Brasher, C A 
Yancey, J. W 
Ky. Children's Home Society
Carter, G. F 
Graves, Palmer 
Campbell, Banks 
Estes, k, J 
Morris, John M 
Morris, John M 
Moore, T. H 
Clark, Minnie 
Dixon, J F 
Littlefield, W. W 
Henry, A. W 
Hopkinsville Water Co 
Johnson, -W. W 
McShane, Hugh 
Hopkinsville Sewerage Co 
Corothers, R. J 
Corothers, R. J 
Ware, Anthony 
Winn J. T 













100 00 Radford, W. W 
40 00 Bell, Dr. Austin 
37 84 Garrott, W W 
25 00 Higgins, J D 
3 05 The Bradley Gilbert Co 
2 80 Claggett, J. D. 
500 00 Cook & Higgins 
2 40 Kincapnon, J. C 
3 35 Cook & Higgins 
8 26 Dabney, George 
70 Lander, Henry 
400 Morris, Bob


































Hopkinsville Water Co.... 25 00 Clark, C. R. & Co  21 
5Major, Geo. H  2 00 Denton, W. E. 
Hopkinsville Messenger 6 
6 
3
1 00 Dixon, J. F. 
Lacy, C. W  10 00 Moore, T. M. 
2 00 Estes, A. J. 
40 50 Rogers, J W  6 
6 
3
3 00 Morris, J. M. 
4 00 Garrott, W. W. 
55 50 Mosley, J. B.  2
6
1 60 Estes, A J  3 
2
• •
2 40 Parker, W. L. 
4 00 Major, A. L. 
3 30 Lacy, C. W 2
25 00 Planters Hdw. Co  2
40 00 Cook & Higgins 
Renshaw L P  4 0 Winn, Wash. 
2 00 Garnett, B. J.  2
Starling, J M  
1 50 Garnett, B. J.  4
5
Planters' Hdw. Co  
20 00 Smith, David 
0 
5
Clark, H B  
10 20 Claiborne, J. E.  i
Hooks, Wash  
3 00 Winfree, T. S. 2
Parker, W L  
2 80 Thomas, Chas.  12
Dixon, J F  
3 00 Keach, H. A & Co.  2
L L  
3 00 Combs, C. E.  2
Elgin 1 50 Louisville & Nashville R. R.
Johnson W W  10 00 Co. 
Meacham C M 
22
8 95 Parker, P. M.  8
Morris, J M  3 00 Littlefield, W. W. ... 30
Dade, J. B 2 00 Midland Chemical Co.  20
Dade, J. B  4 00 Blankenship, N. B. 33
Clark, C. R & Co  4 50 Johnson, J. C.  2
Rogers, John W 
Rogers, John W  
3 00 Dollins, Walter  2
2003 00 Duffy, Jno, C. 
Rogers, John W  3 00 Gray, W E.  375
City Light Co  16 52 Dabney, Geo.  25
Carter, G. F 
Morton, John P. & Co. 









Morton, John P. & Co  24 81 Littlefielti, W W.  
Garrott, W. W  3
P'Pool, W A. & Son  
 00 JBorheantshoint,t, 
33




5 00 Allensworth, J. L.  48
McShaw, Hugh  6 10 Clark, H. B.  3
Kelly, Eugene 
McShaw, Hugh  
6 50 Dixon, J. F.  6
Ford, J. T.  
10 25 Rogers, Jno. W  \ 3
Winsett, S J.  
2 00 Moore, T. H  
3 75 Parker, W. L.  a 00
Johnson, W. W 1031 85 Campbell, Banks 3 00
Boyd, 0. N 212 65 Young, Jno. 
4 95 Morris, Jno. M.  
 1:1
7 0
50 00 Forbes, Mfg. Co.  68 95
10 34
9 00 Hopkinsville Sewerage Co 15 002 00
3 00 3 00 TH3o-lredr, &J. TGy.ler 
3 60
3 00 Estes, A. J.  
500 00
12 00
9 00 Meacham, Chas. M   
3 004 25
4 95 18 00
2 00 3 01) Meacham, Chas. M   205 00
3 00 3 00 City Light Co.  12 75
2 00 43 55
2 00 
City Light Co. 
Clark, H. B 
City Light Co 
City Light Co 
Chilton, J. B 
Sheriff David Smith 
Parker, W. L 
Chiles, W J 
5 00 Ethel, Everett  12
8 66 Duffy, Jno. C  200
31 20 Barnett, J. E.  3
20 00 Gray, W. E  375
20 00 Hord, A. W.  2
9 00' Clark, H B  6




















































City Light Co.  5 13
2134 0200 4 00 Hess, Jacob  3 50
1 50 Bowling, J. C.  6 0065 00
4 00 Hamby, F. L.  2 005030 00
2 00 City Light Co 
6 00 2 00 Hamby, F. L.  2 00
1 20
6 00 2 00 Nortonville Coal Co.  34 50
2 00 2 00 Thompson, F. T.  2 30
6 00 2 00 Garland, C R.  73 84
2 00 4 00 Shaw, R N.  
2 00
4 15
2 80 5 00 Williams, Joe 
5 12
6 00 











































City Bank of Hopkinsville. 5062
Winfree, T. S 
Elgin, L. L 
Primmer, L. T 
Wells, G. C 
King, N. 0. 
White, W. A 
McKinzie, W. A 
Bell, Dr. Austin 
Hopkinsville Water Co 
Brame, Howard  • 
Smith, David 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
Kentucky New Era 
Kentucky New Era 
Rives, Frank 
Hord. J. G., Poor Corn...




















































































Garrott, W W 
Morris, J M
Moore, T H
Clark, H. B. 
Clark, H. B. 
Estes, A. J.
Parker, W L.
Woodburn, C W 
McCowan, F. B. 
Barnes, J. J
Winfree, T. S. 
Brent, A C.
Clark, Geo M








YAncey-, C. F. 
Turner, J. F.  
Clark, Mrs. Allie
Parker, W. L  
Boyd, C. H  
Fruit, C H.  
Jackson, Dr. J. B
Forbes Mfg'. Co. 
Cavanaugh W T 
Ricketts, J. E 
Carpenter, W H. 
Joiner, T. H. 
Forbes Mfg Co. 
Stevenson, J E. 
Dabney, Geo. 
First National Bank 
Long, J. M 
Bowling, F. W. 
Garrott Isaac 
Meacham, R. M. .. 
Bowles, G. D 
Adams Jno. W 
City Light Co. 
City Light Co 
City Light Co. 
City Light Co. 
City Light Co. 
Williamson, W T 
Ward R. T., Jr. 
Ward, R T. Jr. 
Chappel, Ida 




Taylor, J. F 
Clark, C. R 
Morris, J. M. 
Kentucky New Era 
Kentucky New Era  
Abernathy, H. H  
Allensworth, J. L. 
Elb, M. L., Agt. Mooyon
Campbell, G. L. 
Estes, A J 
4 00 Hopkinsville Water Co. . 3 17
2 00 Hopkinsville Water Co. .. • • 50 00
705 00600 BWi lsc el et , 
S.
L A .  
3 75
• 3 38Hopkinsville Lumber Co 
6 00 Garrott, W. W.  3 00 I'
3 -rI




























• • 2 80
Dixon, J T 
Moore, T. H 
Parker, W. L. 
Hord, J. G., Corn. 
Anderson, Fowlev„ Drug
Sargent, Hugh 
Daughterty, J. N. 
Wilkins, J W 
Wilson, 0 M 
Bryant, G. A. 
Miles, J. A. 
Estes, A J 
Thomas, Dr. F. P. 
Wright J. G.































22 50Leavell, L. L. 
22 50Glass, W A. 
brew A. C.  22 75)0
Walker, J. T. 
22 50Campbell, G. L. 
Morris, Stonewall 
Claxton, It. L. 
12 ..042 C055 Ot041
Pronse Jo. P. 
Johnson, W W 
25 00Dabney, Geo. 
1S 00Long, W R. 
2 00Winfrke, T S 
The Bradley Gilbert Co  18 40
Winfree, T. S.  1 50
Turner, Ned  2 00
Turner, Ned  2 00
3 00PEastrekser,AA. J L. 
9 00
Rogers, Jno. W. 
130 2050Frouse Chas. 0 
5 40Prouse Chas. 0 
Morris, J. M.  
4 00
3 00
Williamson, J. A. 
1 50Elgin, L. L. 
Mallon,. J B.  3 40
19 95City Light Co. 
City Light Co. 
236 3708City Light Co 
22 50L & N. R R. Co. 
25 00Sallee, Nick 
223 50000
3 00
Poindexter, W. H  2 80
McIntyre Jno.  2 00
Dixon, 3 F  3 00
Foster„ Webb & Parker   30 20
Meacham, Chas.  2 00
Hisgin, C H.  2 00
Winfree, T. S.  3 00
Hopson, W. J  6 00
Pendelton, Jno. 
1013 05000
Radford, W B 
Johnson, W. W 
Johnson, Ely  3 25
Harned, Dr. J. W
Garrott, W W  
Marquess, Jno. R
Moore, T H.  
$31,749 37
POOR HOUSE FUND.
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Settlement
Of David Smith, Sheriff of
Christian Co., Ky.
For the Year 1907
1908, April 6. Filed in my office
Attest: G. L. CAMPBELL, Clerk
By W. R. WICKS, D. C.
Additional list as certified by County Clerk
Settlement by Frank Rives, Commissioner, 
(appointed by the
Fiscal Court of Christian couaty, Kentucky, on the 9th
 day of October,
1907) with David Smith, sheriff of said county, of 
all moneys collect-
ed and disbursed by him as Sheriff of said county for 
the year 1907,
and being all disbursements made by him to March 1s
t, 1908.
ITEMS—GENERAL —ACCOUNT
Total value of property listed by the Assessor of 
Christian county:
For the year 1906 as shown by the Auditor's report 
...$10,314,610
19,220
Total for year 1907  
$10,333,830
Items to Be Deducted From 1907 List
Exonerations allowed by County Judge $37,3
75
Exonerations allowed by Fiscal Court in matter of
Christian County Bonds held by City Bank
and Bank of Crofton   70,000
Duplicate Assessments  
8,500
Property on Delinquent list, lano advertised to
be sold 173,2
60
Personal property, delinquent list  3
5,000
Total to be deducted $324, 135
Leaving net balance — —
 $10,009,695
T13.e tax rate on the above property for the yea
r 1907 far road and
bridge fund 23c on the $100.00
or the General fund 11 cts. on the $100.00
For railroad refunding bonds 5 cts. on the $100.00
For 1901 issue of turnpike bonds, 5 cts. on the $100.0
0
For 1907 issue of turnpike bonds, 6 cts. on the $100.0
0
All of which is shown by order of the Fiscal Court on Orde
r Book
No. 10, at Page No. 93
POLLS.
Total polls listed, by the Assessor for the year 1907 
7012
!Total polls listed by the sheriff for the year 1907 
 449
NO Total 
polls listed for 1907 . 
7461
'Polls released by the County Judge,  
71
Polls delinquent list, allowed by the Fiscal C
ourt ....2148
'Polls charged to property to be sold for taxes,  
218
Polls on personal property delinquent list 
 41
Total to be deducted,   
2478
t Leaving total polls chargeable to thtl Sheriff, —
 4983
' The tax rate on polls for the year, 1907, as fixed
 by order of the
Fis nil Court, see Order Book No. 10 page No. 93 was
 $1.60, and for
road tax on those liable for same $1.00.
RAILROADS —NATIONAL BANKS—FRANCHISES ETC.






‘• Tangible property  $1,064,410
Franchise  238,534
'6 Clarksville Division
" Tangible Property  60,925
" Franchises.....  174.238
Illinois Central Railroad, Evansville branch
Tangible property .....  
Franchise 







' Cadiz Railroad, Tang
ible property 
Pembroke Light, Power & Water Co. franchise 
Hopkinsville Water company  .
rolV
Gas and Electric company 
Postal Telegraph & Cable company 
Southern Express company 
Western Union Telegraph company 
Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph Co 
American Telegraph & Telephone Co 
Bank of Hopkinsville.
Planters Bank & Trust company 
Bank of Lafayette 
Farmers & Merchants Bank ....
Bank of Crofton 
Bank of Pembroke 
City Bank 
First National Bank 























Total   $2,326,906
The tax rate on the above is 60 cents on the $100.00
 valuation,
divided as heretofore indicated.
SHERIFF'S ROAD AND BRIDGE AND GENERAL
ACCOUNT.
To amount due county as shown by 1906 settlement.
... ...$ 4,706.41
To cash col. from judgment_ vs. L. R.iDavis for p
enalty... 2,318.83
To cash borrowed from First National Bank Apr
. 2, 1907 .. 10,000.00
To cash borrowed from City Bank Aug. 8th, 1907 
 5,000.00
To cash from 2472 road polls ... 
2,472 00
To 23 cents tax on the $100.00 on $12,336,601   28,3
74.18
'Foil•• 46 44  13,670.26
To 4983 polls at $1.50 each 
 7,474.60




By 10 per cant. commission on $5,000.00 
 $ 500.00
By 4 $54,354.77 
  2,174.19
By 2 
4 4 $16,000.00  300 00
By 25 each on 449 polls 
112.25
By warrants on road and bridge accounts se
e Schedule A 44,661.02
By warrants on General fund, see Schedul
e B  31,749.37
By warrants on Poorhouse fund, see Schedule C,
  1,669.09
Total credits,  81
,065.92
RECAPITULATION.
Total Debits  
$74,061.18
Total Credits  
81,066 92
Balance due Sheriff,  7,004
.74
RAILROAD BOND ACCOUNT.
To balance from Sheriff's settlement 1906, 
•  $11,679.47
To 5 eta. on the *100.00 on $12,336,601 less 31.
72 miles of
L. & N. Railroad at $10,500.00 per mile, $12,003,54
1.... 6,001.77
Total debits  $17,681.24
CREDITS.
By Commission on $6,001.77  
$240.07
To R. R. bond coupons due May, 1907, 1 to 70 
inclusive.... 1,400.00








Balance in hands of Sheriff $14,641.17
TURNPIKE BOND ACCOUNT ON 1901 BOND ISSUE.
To balance in hands of Sheriff from 1906 settlement On
levy for 1901 bond issue, 
To 5 cm. on the $100.60 on $12,36,016 
$4 953.26
6,168.30
Total debits  $11,121.66
CREDITS.
By 4% commission on $6,18.30
By coupons due July 1st, 1907, 1 to 160 inclusive 






Debits   $11,121.66
Credits 3,996.73
Balance due county $7,124.83
TURNPIKE BOND ACCOUNT ON 1907 BOND ISSUE.
To 6 cts. on the $100.00 on $12,336,601 $7,401•96
Total debits $7,401.96
CREDITS.
By 4% commission on $7,401.96    $296.08
By coupon due Jan. 1st, It08, 1 to 20 inclusive  500.00
Total credits   .$796.08
RECAPITULATION.
Total debits 
7 otal credits 
$7,401.96
796.08
Balance due by Sheriff  $6,605.88
Voucher's for amounts paid out by said Sheriff out of 1907 levy
and other monies received by him, as shown by schedules, A. B. C.
D. E. F. are Bled herewith as part of this settlement.
State of Kentucky, '(
Christian County,
The alliant, David Smith, states that the foregoing settlement
Is a true and complete statement of all monies received and collect-
ed by him fok the 1907 taxes and back taxes to March 27th 1908 and
of all monies ollected by him from other sources and of all monies
disbursed by him out of 1907 levy and other monies reported as col-
lected by him, to March 1st, 1908.
DAVID SMITH, S C C.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by Davia Smith this 7th
day of April 1908.
G. L. CAMPBELL, Clerk,
Christian County Court.
State of Kentucky, Set. •County of Christian,
affiant, Frank Rives, commissioner appointed by the fiscal
court of Christian County, Kentucky, to make a settlement with
David Smith, as Sheriff of said county, for the year 1907, hereby
says that the foregoing accounts are true statements Gf receipts and
disbursemeLts had and made by the said Smith, as said sheriff, for
and during the year, 1907, as disclosed to this affiant by said
Smith; that this settlement was made with said Smith only after .a
careful examination and inspection of all receipts, warrants, cou-
pons SLc. by this affiant and that same is correct as this afflant be-
lieves as far as said Smith so disclosed the ainJunt of monies receiv-
ed and disbursed by him.
FRANK RIVES.
Subscribed and sworn td before me by Frank Rives this April
7th 1908.
G. L. CAMPBELL. Clerk.
Christian County Court.
(SCHEDULE A.)
Roberts, Basil  
Warren, C A 
White, J. A 
Lander, Henry  
Perkins, W B 
Jenkins, J. E 
Parker, Roscoe  
Vaughn, Fairleigh
Foulke, E. L 
Clailk, Chas. E 
Pool, Watts 
Garnett, L R 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Witty, J. A 
Turner, J. F 




Forbes Mfg. Co 
Knight, J. R 
Gordon, Wesley 
Gordon, Abram 
Vaughn, Fairleigh  
White, J. A 
Renshaw, F. P 
Owen, Jackson
Ruse, J. R 
Carmach, Mark 




Carter, M. T 
Buckner & West 
Roberts, Basil 
Hays, J. S 
Forbes Mfg. Co 
McCord, J. T 
Helsley, H. C 
Kirkman, J. G 
P'Pool, W. A 
Burt, W H 
Planters' Hdw Co 
Thomas, J W 
Allen, W E 
Lander, Henry 




Forbes, J. V 
Burt, W. H 
Vaughn, Fairleigh
Fowler, D. E...  
Roberts, Basil  
Colly, L. T 
Orten, J. W 
Vaughn, Fairleigh
Orten, James  
Orten, J. W 
Anderson, J. B 
Turner, J. F 







































































Miller, A. M 
Coleman, E. W 
Capps, J. D 
Vaughn, Fairleigh
McGrew, M. H 
Walker, W. M 
Fowler, C. R 
Markham, C. M 
Jenkins, J. C 
Vaughn, Fairleigh
Witty, J. A 
Roberts, Basil  
Mann, J. H 
Moore, Ben C. •.• • • ,11.41 CA.,• • •
0_447
Smith, R. L. • • re • • cars.•.. •
Duke, C. G. • • 14 0..g. • • • irarne • .
Foulkes, E.
White, J. A  44 75
White, J. A  20 16
Cayce, R L 10 40
Lycan, J. S. & Son  4 00
Young, John  18 96
Coleman, E. W  8 00
Oregonia Bridge Co  200 00
Oregonia Bridge Co  500 00
Owen, Jackson  17 04
Vaughn, Fairleigh  329 19
Jenkins, J. C 53 12
Miller, A. M  4 50
Pool, W P  3 65
Wood, E C  2 50
Winns, Andrew  41 25
Buckner & West 21 10
Miller, J M  9 25
Garrott, W. W  28 30
Alexander, John  10 10
Brammen, Jim  5 00
Witty, Jas. A  3 00
Vaughn, Fairleigh  243 88
Dollins, Watt 
White J A  
141 11
5Metcalf, J J  359 6305 
Williamson, T W  1 00
Forbes Mfg Co  3 50
Means, L. W  28 00
Fowler, D. E  27 50
Coleman, E. W  48 36
Hendrix, E M  114 64
Dillman, J. H  24 55
Causler, W E 5 00,
Jenkins J C 35 18
Foulks, E. L 7 00
Dade, Lucien  23 75
Green, Jim  2 00
McGrew, M. H 88 99
Forbes Mfg. Co  10 60
Vaughn, Fairleigh 6 85
Coleman E. W 17 50
1000 00Garrott, J. J 
Newsom, S. J  1 50
Murphy, W J  300 00





















Buckner & West 
Alexander, L. G 
Jenkins, J. C 
Foulkes, E L 
\Varner, Bell 
Keach, H. A. & Co 
Bucknor & West 
Cavanaugh, J. H 





White, J. A 
Coleman, E. W 
Milton, A. M 
Overton B S 
McCord, J. T 
Pleasant, J. F 
Jenkins, J. C 
Duffy & Rives 
White, J. A 
Means, L. R 
Buckner, J. C 
Frazer F J 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Markham, C. M 
White, W. A 
White, W. A 
Harried, E. P 
Metcalf, J J 
Capps, J. D 
Smiley, Oscar 
Jenkins, J. C 
McGrew, M. H 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Denson, W. F 




Pleasant, J. F 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Littlefield, W W 
Coleman, E. W 
White, J. A 
Capps, J. D.' 
Jenkins, J. D 
Anderson, Roland 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Fowler, D. E 
Cayce, L R 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Miller, A. M 
Roberts, Basil 
West & Torian 
Smiley; Oscar -• 
Shelton, Robert 
Peyton, Porter 
Frazer, F. J. 
Forbes, Mfg. Co. 
Johnson, J. C 
Vaughn, Frank 
Taylor, Oscar 
McCord, J. T. 
Winos, Audrew 
McClaid, B. F 
Peyton, Porter 
Pleasant, J. F 
Dollins, Watt 
Coleman, E. W 
McReynolds, Henry 
White, J. A 
Grace, S. H. 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Dade, Lucien 
Capps, J. D 




Cavanaugh, 0. W 
Jenkins, J. C. 
Frazer, F 0 
Baynham, F J 
Denson, W F 
Moore, Mrs. Bettie 
Fowler, C. R. 
Forbes, Mfg. Co. 
James, Jim 
Miller, A M 
Crow, A. Z. 






Foulks, E. L. 
Nichols, L• L. .
Nichols, L L. 
Young, Jno.  
Deason, W. F 
Deason, W. F.





Buckner & West 
Stevenson, J. J 




Weaver, G L 
White, J. L 
PutmEin, W. R 
Lander, Henry 
Bush, T. J 
Wood & Hill 
Williams, L. G   60
Peyton, Porter  65
Dollins, Watt  238
Hail, B. A  15
Roper, Emmett  94
Cobb J G  3
Hendrix, E. M  122
Vaughn, Fairliegh  221
Denton, J H  26
Hight, H W  5








Gothard, J. A  19































Vaughn, Fairleigh  389
Deason, W. F 
97
Smiley, Oscar 
394 636 08  223
" 
208
J• enkins, J 
Dollins, Watt  .226
C 









22 440 Frazier, F. I 
Metcalf, J J  
645 2 0
31
174 96 Deason, W F  16




Fowler, D. E 
6 00 McCord, J. T 
Peyton Porter 65
Gothard, J A  34186 258 0
Vaughn, Fairleigh  306
97 350 
Brown, J. H  1
3 5 Luttrell, F. E 42
White, J. A 12031 330 006
Harris, Albert  33
23 30 Hendrix, E. W  34
240 63 Baker, Willie 
15 00 Coleman, E. W  219
9 50 Leaven & Stone  3
7 50 Dade, Lucian  4
20 60 Frazier, F I  45
46 00 Campbell, Buckner  162
49 00 Buckner West  19
61 00 Keach, H A & Co  3
29 61 Alexander, John 50
1182 00 McCord, J. T 
2 10 Gee, J R  27
2 10 McGrew M H  87
89 75 Alexander, John  18
30 00 Vaughn, Fairleigh 60
2002 00 Coleman, E. W 
43 75 White, J. A  31 
26227 60 Capps, J. D 
241 25 Hendrix, E. M  
2
47
221 74 Peyton, Porter  45
18 75 Vaughn, Fairleigh  107
139 20 Holeman, James  12
11 20 Lander, Henry  40
293 95 Penden, W. E  4
3 79 Armstrong, J. W  4
131 67 Cropp, Levi  1
6 00 Garrott, J. J 1000
12 40 Murphy Bros 957
208 87 Borraugh Mrs. D A  100
59 69 Borraugh, J. D  35
8 46 Lander, Henry • 40
44 25 Murphy, W J 300
59 59 Garrott, W W  54
15 00
Lander, Henry  40 00




Murphy, E. J  20 50
Thomas, Mary  00
72 13 
5 85 








McCord, J. T 
Overton, W R 
15 00




Denton, J. H 
McCord, J. T 
McCord. J. T 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Grace, S. H 
Deering, Frank, Lumber Co.
Coleman, E. W 
Rives, J. W 
Reese, B. R 
Winns, Andrew 
Crick, N H 
Vaughn, Fairleigh 
Simpson, Hester 
White, J. W 
White, J. A. & Son 
McGrew, M. H 
Campbell, G. L 
Lockett, B. A 
Ezell & Stevenson 
Cavanaugh, J. H 
Hendrix, E. W 
Capps, J. D 
Peyton, Porter 
Fowler D E 
Henderson, 0 E 


















































































































80 Rives, R C  155 00
Peyton, Porter 22 77 17 4912 
75 Lindsey. S. J 
 11 00
8 70 
Dollins, Watt  120 44
4 J
enkins, William  3 00
•• 97........ Foulk, E. L 8 84
5 70
Knight, Miss Florence • • • • 1 15
99 50 Vaughn, Fairleigh  12 00




1 00 J C 2 50
248 27 Hight, J. H 64 50
1 28 Wagnor, F. B  56 00
45 25 Green, Jim  15 25
 374 35 Miller A M  50 00
14 80 Alexander, John  12060 00
20 00 Coleman, E 
W0
7 87 Pickergill, J T 
 102 50
24 65 Loyd A. W 125 00
48 63 Forbes Mfg. Co 
33 25
30 54
2 30 White J. A 
3 00 Joiner, J. W  18 00
5 T5 Miller, A. M  19 25
22 15 McCord, J T  139 01
40 00 White, J. A  170 31
2 00 Peyton, Porter  67 98
50 Peyton, Porter 65 86
56 Miller, A. M  6 00
50 Cates, S. F 
10 Lyle, J. P  
37 87
62 84
12 Miller, A. M 
60 Pleasant, J F  
1915 7004
05 McCord, J. T  
2
49 50
87 Bumpus, SAmuel  2085
37 Forbes Mfg. Co 
350 Hopper, W. I  481 03
00 Wagner, M W  42 75
40 Dollins, Watt  199 93
10 Planters' Hdw. Co  83 15
is Coleman, E. W  168 80
Si Peyton, Porter   *.ese 66 7)4
60 Hendrix, E W  50 45
04 Vaughn, W T 




CONTINUED ON PAGE 4)
Cavanaugh, J. H
Jenkins, J. C 
Deason, W F 
Shepherd, J. D 
Gladdis, Virgil
Capps, J D 


















We have cut the price on
every article in our store"
Come and see real values
before you make your purch-
ases elsewhere.
T M. Jones.




E. B. Long, President.
CITY BAN
• We invite your
• account as safe
• depository for
1 Your tunds.De-
I posit your val-
ak uable papers in
• our vaults-
• where they are:
• safe from fire
• and burglars. is STRENGTH
jhe 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••0005.
W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
Capital, $60,000.00
Surplus, $75,000.00
This bank ranks among the first in the
whole state of Kentucky in proportion of




Fifty-fifth session opens September 1st, 1908. Select hom
e school
for young women and girls. Full complement of tr
ied teachers.












tri .A. Er 111. X JES. •
ean




LOST-A Rebecca pin. Return to
Mrs. S. Sacks for reward. d2t
JUDGEANDATTORNEYOFBRACK-
EN COUNTY BY GOVERNOR.
Executive Charges Them With Being
Remiss in Discharge of Their
Duties in Night Rider Cases.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Aug. 10.-In
reinitting $76 of the fine of Wain-
right,Lee, of Bracken county, which
belonged to the state, Lee had been
fined for au assault on Dimmity
Griffith, Gov. Willson is afforded an
opportunitp to make a most astound-
ing attack on the county offirials of
Bracken county.
The Kivernor charges openly in a
message, to which he has signed his
name, that some of t h e
county officials of Bracken county
are acting in collusion with the
"Night Riders and other criminals"
to thwart the ends of justice, and
that the county judge and county at-
torney of Bracken county are in
sympathy with the ''Night Rider"
disturbances.
He says he remits the fine against
L3e because Lee had to take his
chances before such a judge, and
states plainly that the state govern-
ment has withdrawn all confidence
in the county judge of Bracken
CO unty.
He says, too, that the conditions in
Bracken county are a disgrace to the
county officials, and that there are
hundreds of people living in homes
in Bracken county who fear to speak
above a whisper; that more than fif-
ty w.hite %nen have been whipped,
and that hundreds of people are in
danger every night while they sleep.
He advises the people "to fight, cut
and shoot," and says that he will
save them the expense of employing I
an attorney.
Tite message is the most bittery
denunciatory and far reaching ' in
its accusations of any the governor
has issued on the Night Rider
troubles.
DENY THE CHARGES.
AUGUSTA, Ky., Aug. 10.-Coun-
ty Judge Bradford and Connty At-
torney Kinney have made emphatic
deniel o the charges brought against
them by Gov. Wilson in his state-
ment in the Wainright Lee case.
Both officials declare they are in
no measure in sympathy with Night
Riders and say they are doing all in
their power to uphold the law.
Afraid of Typhoid Fever.
(let your premises in a sanitary
condition, and prevent it.
HOPKINSVILLE SEWERAGE CO.
Incorporated.
See A. H. Eckles, Sec. & Treas.
ADLAI E. STEVENSON
NAMED FOR GOVERNOR
Illinois Democrats Choose Christian County's




Indorsed for United States sena-
tor-Lawrence B. Stringer.
Nominated for governor-Adlai E.
Stevenson.
Lieutenant governor-E. A. Perry.
Secretary of state-X. F. Beidler.
Auditor-Ralph Jeffris.
Treasurer-J. B. Mount.
Attorney general-D. C. Hall.
ADLAI 71. STEVEN/MIL
Clerk supreme court-Returns too
meagre to estimate.
Republican state ticket.
Indorsed for United States sena-
tor-Doubtful between Albert J.
Hopkins and George E. Foss.
Governor-Available retuins indi-
cate Charles S. Deneen.
Lieutenant Governor-J. G. Ogles-
by or F. L. Smith.







The result of yesterday's primary
electioh, so far as it is accurately
known in regard to the state officers
is given in the above lists.
Never since .political returns were
carried by messengers on foot, by
ox teams and canal boats, have defi-
nite figures been so greatly delayed
in any Illinois election as in the one
just closed. Twenty-four hours af-
ter the polls closed it was impossible
to give accurate returns on the sena-
torial indorsement or the Guberna-
torial nomination on the Republican
ticket.
CHICAGO, Aug. 10-Complete re-
turns from thirty-eight counties, in-
cluding Cook, give for the Republi-
can indorsement for senator; Hop-
kins, 89,388; Foss, 81,442; Mason,
69,709.
For the Republican gubernatorial
nomination, forty-two counties, in-
cluding Cook, give Deneen, 140,991;
Yates, 130,063.
HIT B1 A TRAIN
AND INSTANTLY KILLED AT
CLARKSVILLE PIKE CROSSING
Ora Gaines, Six * Year Old Colored
Girl, Was So Paralyzed With Fright
She Could Not Move.
Ora Gaines, a six year old colored
girl, was struck by the Dixie Flyer,
of the L. & N, Saturday evening
and instantly killed. The accident
happened at the crossing of the
Clarksville pike and the railroad.
The Gaines child, with three other
children, was either playing on the
track or crosssing it and when the
train approached she was so para-
lyzed with fear that she cou ot
get out of the way. The train struck
her and threw her some distance,
Killing her Instantly. The train was




Carriage hire counts up.
Why not own your own ve-
hicle? It will soon pay for
itself and give you pleas-
ure and satisfaction all the
time. We have a line of
new ones that leave little to
be desired.
Economy --Luxury
What you save 3n a bug-
gy will go a long way to-
ward getting a new set of
harness.:
Come in and get our fig-
ures.
Prices speak louder than
promise&
Every One Stylish and Worthy
If You Knew How Little We Ask for a Good Buddy, Surrey, P
haeton or Road Wagon, You
Would Become a Vehicle Owner At Once. LET'S TALK IT 
OVER.
TO INVESTIGATE IS TO INVEST
It you question it, come it. We'll knock your doubts into smithereens
. We like the trade of people who feel 
that money is not made
to be squandered; who insist that every penny must do
 its work. Is it a buggy you are looking for? Don'
t wait until you actually need it.
Come in and look over our line. We have them in all
 varieties and at prices to fit your pocketbook. 
Some with Piano bodies, Corning bo-
dies and Cut-Unders. Auto seats, Stick seats, Panel seats an
d Phaeton seats. Two-in-Ones, with quick
-moving tops, with high or low
shifting rail. Narrow seats for those who prefer them, and
 wide seats for large and old people. As to ca
talogue house offers, bring your
catalogues. We will meet or beat their prices. Here you see wha
t you buy before you put up your money. 
We are here to right every
wrong and they are not.






Edward Danforth has returned
from a trip to Indianapolis.
Hugh N. Wood, of Louisville,
spent Sunday in the city.
Rhoden Roper, of Providence, is
in town.
Prof. and Mrs. Hampton Fox
spent Sunday in Earlington.
Leslie Henderson visited relatives
in Nortonville Sunday.
Mrs. M. E. Bacon has returned
from maaisonville.
Frank Baynham is now managing
the box ball alley on Second Avenue.
J. G. Hord is in Redlands, Cali-
fornia, visiting his son Grover who
is sojourning there for his health.
Mrs. Robt. Thomas and children,
of Earlington, are visiting friends
and relatives in this city.
E. F. Blakeley has reptjirned from
a six weeks' sojourn near Madison-
ville.
Miss Allie Witty is spending the
week at Cerulean with friends and
relatives.
Miss Edna Mayton has returned
after a pleasant visit to her brother
and his family in Russellville.
Miss Esther Faxon aud I. Watts,
of Trenton, are visiting MiS3 Eliza-
beth Moore, of this city.
Miss Annie Franklin left Sunday
for Morganfleld where she will
spend her vacation with her brother,
H. Franklin.
Rufus Brame has resigned his po-
sition with the Dering & Frank Lum-
ber Co., near-Fruit Hill and return-
ed to his home here.
Mrs. Will Britton, of Earlington,
Is visiting her uncle and his family,
J. W. Mayton on South Campbell
street.
Henry Baynham, of Owensboro,
was here today en route to Provi-
dence. He will return here Wednes-
day for a visit of a few days.
Jeff Morris spent Sunday in
Evansville. His brother Grover, is in
poor health as the result of a rail-
road accident sustained sometime
ago.
Mrs. J. N. Webb and children,
Jeanie May and Nettie, of Athens,
Ga., will arrive the latter part of the
week to visit Mrs. C. B. Petrie.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
FN011egarTOM






SEND IN THE MONEY.
The NEW ERA will receive,
publicly acknowledge a n d
transmit to the Treasurer of the
Democratic National Commit-
tee any moneys that may be
contributed towards the elec-
tion of Bryan and Kern. Now
is the time to make your con-
tribution. Any amount from
10 cents to $10.000 will be thank-
fully received. Send in the
money.
IN A NEW ROLE
CITY AND COUNTY OFFICIALS
AS CUPID'S LIEUTENANTS
Couple Comes Here And Were Mar-
ried In Police Office Just Before
Midnight.—Other Weddings.
With Rev. A. C. Biddle as the
officiating minister, Police Lieut, E.
P. Wilkins, Patrolman Abner With-
erspoon, Deputy Sheriff Renshaw
and Deputy County Court Clerk W.
R. Wicks as the witnesses, and the
office of the chief of police as the
place, George May, of Pembroke
and Miss Annie Gowley, of North
Plains, Robertson county, Tenn.,
were married Saturday night just
before .midnight.
The couple reached here on the L.
& N. accomodation that night. Find-
ing the courthouse closed they ap-
pealed to the police to try to locate
Deputy Wicks so that they might
secure a license. The police were
obliging and got on Mr. Wick's
trail but failed to locate him until
he went home about 10;30 o'clock.
Learning of the dilema of the couple
he returned to town and issued the
license and in the meantime the
telephone was kept busy trying to
secure the services of a minister.Fin-
ally Rev.A.C. Biddle was gotten on
the phone and he agreed to come
down and pronounce the ceremony.
As soon as he could dress he went
to the police office and with the par-
ty as outlined above the vows were
pronounced in the private office of
the chief. Mr. and Mrs. May left
yesterday morning for Pembroke
where they will reside. The wed-
ding was not an elopement.
Weaver-Chapman.
James Allen Chapman and Miss
Frances Weaver will be married at
Lafayette next Wednesday, August
12, Rev. Archie, of the:Methodist
church will officiate.
Colley-Hopson.
W.H.Hocson and Miss Sestie Col
ey were married Saturday night at
the bride's home near Hawkins.




In Attempt To Lynch Assailant' of Her
Three-Year Old Child. oe4
PHILADELPHIA, AVE. • 10.-A
frenzied mob of foreigners fought a
detail of police, late last night, in an
effort to lynch J oo Green, alias Joe
Finestien, for an attack on Nellie
Weiner' a three-year-old girl, Mrs.
Weiner, mother of the child, incited
the mob, and led them to a barber
shop where Green had taken refuge.
The police were obliged to force the
door of the shop. Green had an open
razor and refused to submit to ar-
rest. One cf the policemen felled
him with a club, and he was drag-
ged to a patrol, where the crowd
fought hardest to get hold of him,
but the prisoner was finally landed
in a police station.
SHEREINONIMATE0
LOUISVILLE, Aug. 10.-Hon.
Swager Sherley was today nomi-
nated by the Democratic to suceed
himself in congress.
TENEMENT FIRE.
NEW YORK, Aug. 10-Four chil-
dren are dead, two other persons
are badly injured while many others
had narrow escapes as the result of
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Thle advantages of home owning
are So great and so manifold that
this is a subject which can never be
too Much discussed or too strongly
impressed. It is opportune now,
while so much building is being done
in dur city, to bring the matter
again to the front. The Courier has
on rirevious occasions presented it,
and iloes so again in the hope that it
will produce an impression on some
minas and lead some now homeless
families to enter the ranks of the
home owners. For only good results
can • follow every addition to the
number of those who are so situated
that: they can worship the Lord un-
der their "own vine and fig tree."
Broadly speaking, the man who
owns his home is a better citizen
than he who does not own a home.
Certainly some most excellent citi-
semi do not own a home, for reasons
satiSfactorty to themselves, but these
are ,exceptions to the general rule.
To !own his home tends to make a
Mai conaervative. It leads him to
take a keener interest in his home
city. because he feels that he is more
a part of it. It gives him a feeling
of ipdependence which elevates him
in his own estimation and in that of
his i fellow citizens. It stimulates a
habit of thrift which promotes con-
tentment and happiness. And it
givits to his children a starting point
in lye which cannot be gotten from
a tainted domicile.
811 this_ is well understood. Sta.
tisiics have never been compiled as
to 'hat proportion of our criminals
corhe out of homes and what pro-
portion come out of rented tene-
malts or cottages. But only a cas-
ual investigation will show that in
the very large majority of cases the
defendants that are brought before
our police and criminal courts do
not know the real meaning of the
word home, because lt is something
of it/filch they have no actual expe-
rietice. The body of , dissatisfied
agitators and professionargrumblers
is Made up of homeless people. So-
cialism and all othet isms of discon-
tent could not exist if they could
not feed upon the natural discontent
which breeds in quarters that do not
impart the comforting assurance cf
a Eorne. So homeo*ning is conduc-
ive to the best citizenship, es it pro-
m:gee thrift, independenee,I centent-
mOt and happine%
'Why, then, is it that there are so
many of our fellow citizens who do
no own their own homes? Un-
doubtedly it must be tharged to the
false notion, which one can hear ex-
pressed so often, that it is cheaper
to ,rent than to own your home.
Bottle otherwise men of good judg-
ment share this notion, yet one
e
more fallacious was never entertain-
ed. It is true that taxes are nigh,
and that insurance and other fixed
expenses entail cost upon a house.
But the renter doesn't escape this
cost. In every case, when rent is
paid, the sum total is a period of
from ten to twenty years will amount
to the value of that house, after the
cost of all fixed expenses has been
taken out. In other words, a tenant
may pay rent for twenty years and
at the end of that time be homeless,
when the home would have been his
if instead of renting it he had bought
it.
This is so plain that a little figur-
ing will soon convine any one who
may doubt. Is it not surprising then
that any one should rent, instead of
owning his home? The objection
that "I haven't the money to buy"
does not hold, for under our modern
system a home may be bought with
a very small cash payment at the
time, and deferred time payments
just a little above the rental price,
and this latter would have to be
paid in any event. So every man
can acquire a home, providing he is
of that class who derive a regular
income from regular employment,
and such a home is bought as is ;in
proper relation to his income.
The standing advice of Horace
Greely to all enquirers used to be:
"Go west, young man, go west."
The underlying idea of this was, to
secure a home. Better advice is
"Acquire a home, young man,
acquire a home." Home owning
should be given all encouragement,
because it means home loving; and
oven if it meant no more than that,
there is a sense of security in feeling
that there is one spot on earth where
one may go and there rest and be at
peace with himself and the world,
one spot that is his very own, his





CADIZ, Ky., Aug. 12.—At a mass
meeting of the citizens of Trigg
county held at the courthouse in
Cadiz last Monday, the following
resolutions condemning lawlessness
were unanimously adopted by a
rising vote. The attendance at this
meeting was so great that standing
loom in the cour,house was at a
premium. The resolutions are:
Be it resolved. First. That as
citizens of Trigg county, we believe
the time has come when every one
who is truly concerned about the
welfare of the county should say so,
and place themselves in opposition
to all acts leading to a recurrence uf
similar events, which have been wit-
nessed in this and surrounding
counties. We desire peace and qui-
etude,safety of person and property,
and the restoration o6 confluence in
each other, believing in the manly
character of our citizensship, and
that this appeal wiil riot be in vain.
Second: We.deplore the past, and
hope for a speedy means of restor-
ing proper confidencs to a people by
nature,j list and predisposed to peace.
We regret that the means employed
have unfortunately proven ineffec-
tive; rather incline to indict those
so disposed to further acts or vio-
lence, than to subdue and palliate
a disturbed state of public feeling.
Third: We do not advise the infor-
mation of secret, oath bound Law
and Order League as a remedy.
They ale apt to be vindictive in their
nature, prompted by prejudice, and
guided by a fanaticism,the offspring
of stampeded reason. We prefer the
open, manly effort of the individual,
govsrned by practical, intelligent,
and courageous reason.
Fourth: We commend the action
of the citizens of Cerulean in con-
demning the burning of their depot,
and at other places, and believe,
with them, that it was a wanton act,
in utter disregard to the interest of
several communities, not warranted
by any act of the I. C railroad.
Fifth: That a copy of these resolu-
tions be furnished, for publication
to the Cadiz Record, Louisville
Courier-Journal,The Tobacco Plant-
er, Guthrie Ky.,/ The Hopkinsville
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PROGRAM ARDANGEDICOLORED BAPTISTS! DIDN'T FIND HIM
FOR THE FARMERS INSTITUTE
AT SALUBR1A SPRINGS.
Alfalfa,Wheat And Good Roads Will be
The Most Prominent Subjects
Discussed.
The program for the farmers in-
stitute which is to be held at Salu-
bria Springs on August 21-22 has
been announced. Gov. Willson's
name appears fcr an address and
various other speakers will make
the occasion one of profit to all who
attend.
The plan this time is somewhat
different from that of most institutes
of this nature in that wheat, alfalfa
and good roads will be the chief
topics, one half a day being given to
the discussion of each of these sub-
jects. These are very important in
as much as wheat has always been
one of the principal crops of this
region, alfalfa is coming more and
more into general favor each year
and the question of good roads is
one of. paramount importance to
everybody, no matter what the crop
to be hauled may be.
The program in its entirety is as
follows:
FIRST DAY.
10 a. m.—Meeting called to order.
Prayer by Rev. W. L. Nourse.
Address by Gov. Augustus E. Wil-
son—Subject, "Why Should Ftrni-
ers Co-operate?"
The importance of teaching the
elements of agriculture in our public
schools—Supt. W. E. Gray Prof. C.
E. Dudley.
Noon adjournment.
1 o'clock p. m.—ALFALFA—
a. How to produce the proper
condition for seeding—Lowell lio,ud-
ebush, New Richmond, 0.; Jeff J.
siarrott, Pembroke, Ky.
b. When to seed, and how much
—P. E. Bacon, Trenton, Ky.; A. R
Gnolson, Clargsville, Tenn.
c. Quantity and kind of ferti-
lizer, and how to seed—W. A. Glass,






10 a. m. - Meeting called to order.
Prayer by Rev. E. W. Coakley.
The State Fair—John A. McClure,
Hickman, Ky.; Senator J. W. New-
man, secretry State Fair.
Poultry—Otis Crane, L-banon,
Ky.; Mrs. D. C. Williams. Pem-
broke, Ky.; Mrs. Ocorga Mirnms,
Treeton, Ky.
WHEAT—
a. Preparation for seeding—J.
B. Walker, of Commissioner's Staff;
S. J. Banks, Trenton, Ky.
b. Amount of seed and when to
seed—Dr. John P. Bell, Bell's. Ky.;
George Mitnms, Trenton, Ky.
c. Variety—Allen Owen, Church
Hill.; S. F. Williams.
d. Fertilizer—John A. Brown-
ing, Chuch Hill.; W. R. Dudley.
Noon Adjournment.
1 p. in. Good Roads—C. M. Hanna,
of Commissioner's Staff.
a. What system in use in Christ-
ian county?—County Judge C. 0.
Prowse.
b. How can we have a better
system and better roads - County At-
torney John C. Duffy and members
of fiscal court.
BETTER THAN A YEAR AGO
But Crops are Slightly Below Ten-
Year Average in Conditions.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 12.—That
crop conditions in the United States
were in the aggregate some better
(2 per cent) on Aug. J than they
were a year ago, but slightly (1 per
cent) below a ten-year average con-
dition on that date, is the opinion
expressed by the crop reporting
board of the department of agricul-
ture in a supplemental report re-
viewing general crop conditions.
The report mentions the crops that
are above the average, including
wintdr wheat, hay,00tton and tobac-
co. Corn, barley, rye, buckwheat,
apples and flax ase slightly below
the average, potatoes being about 6
per cent and oats nearly 10 per cent
below.
Big Revival At Guthrie.
GUTHRIE,Ky.,Aug.,11.—A great
revival is being conducted by the
Christian church at this place.
Evangelist L. E. Sellers and Leroy
St. John, of Terre Haute, lad., are
In charge, and large crowds are in
attendance at every service. The
singing of Me.St. John, is exception-
ally good.
OF KENTUCKY ARE HOLDING AS-
SOCIATION HERE
First Time Hopkinsville Has Enter-




The state association of colored
Baptists will meet in fortieth annu-
al session here tomorrow morning
at 10 o clock. The meetings will be
held'at the North Virginia street
Baptist church except some special
meetings which will be held at the
tabernacle.
This meeting is a most important
one is colored circles. Delegates
began arriving yesterday and when
they have all gathered they will
number not less than three hundred
and fifty, while several hundred lay
visitors are expected. This is the
first time that Hopkinsvitle has en-
tertained the state association in
about twenty-seven years. The meet-
ing here represents a membership of
about eighty thousand. Many of
the most prominent members of the
colored Baptist church of the stacte
Will be pr,sent during the meeting.
Today a ministers and deacons
meeting is being held, this being
merely preliminary to the official
opening tomorrow. Tomorrow night
at the tabernacle - will be held the
first public meeting.
The address of welcome from
the local Baptist churches will
be delis ered by A. C. direst, colored.
It is not yet known who will deliver
the responses or who will preach
the introductory sermon. •
The meeting will continue through
Sunday and it is probable that all
the meetings of the last day will be
held at the tabernacle. A rN!.ord
breaking crowd is expected, es-
peCially toward the latter part of
the week.
The annual sermon will be de-
livered tonight by Rev. R. Mitchell,
of Bowling Green.
The temprurary officers are Rev.
W. B. W000d, of 'Elizabethtown,
moderator, and Rev. J. C. 'Cross; of
Mt. Sterling, secretary, but witb
the services of tomorrow Rev. J. W.
Hawkins. of Lexington, will assume
the duties of moderator and W. H.
Steward, of Louisville, secretary.
POPULARITY CONTEST CLOSES
And ihree Young Ladies Will Take a
Trip to Niagara Falls.
The popularity captest, conducted
by the Hopkinsville Messenger,
closed Saturday night and the lucky
young ladies were Misses Islaida
Younglove, Laurie Thurmond and
Annie Bruff. These young ladies,
under the care of Mr. and Mrs. E.
W. Clark, will leave Friday for a
visit to Niagara Falls and other
points of interest.
HEAVY DAMAGES
HENDERSON, Ky., Aug. 11.—A
rain and hail storm which passed
over this region last night did dam-
age amounting to at least $100,000.
The rain fell in a regular flood and
this was accompanied by enormous
hail storms. Fully sixty per cont
of the tobacco crop is completely
ruined and what is left is badly
damaged. Other crops suffered in
proportion.
FATAL EXPLOSION
CARROLLTON, Ky., Aug. 11.—
John Lee. road supervisor, was kill-
ed and George Sanders, a workman,
was fatally injured this morning by
the premature explosion of giant
powder which they were using in
blasting.
AGAINST STOCK LAW
Jno. M. West, of Crofton, Will Speak
Here.
John. M. West, of Crofton. re-
quests the New Era to announce
that he will make a speech here on
the first Monday at 1 p. m., in
September, in opposition to the
county stock law which is to be
voted on at the coming election. Mr.
West says he will speak in the cir-
cuit court room.
BUNCH OF NIGHT RIDERS GO AF-
TER SUPPOSED DETECTIVE.
Their Quarry Had Left The Vicinity
However.—Telephone Wires cut.—
Operator Held Prisoner.
PALMYRA, Tenn., Aug. 11.—
Sunday nighthetween land 2 o'clock
a body of 50 or 60 masked men came
into Palmyra in search of a man by
the name of William Oneal, of
Drakesboro, Ky., representing him-
self as an insurance agent. There
are two roads leading in the direc-
tion of Shiloh over which telephone
wires are strung. The wires were
cut on both roads before the party
arrived in town. Upon their arrival
they went to the telephone exchange
where they found the door unlocked
and entering, covered the operator,
.te. N. ()Heaves, who was asleep, with
guns in the hands of fonr men. He
was ordered to put on his shoes,
when they took him down to a bridge
a`sout 500 yards distant, holding
him about thirty minutes, during
which time the hotel was searched
for their man, Oneal. The latter,
however, had left in the direction of
Clarksville on the 7 o'clock train the
previous evening.
Some of the men were on foot and
others on horseback. They came
down the two hollows Cult led into
the town. The man for whom they
were hunting had been in Palmyra
for several days and had spent a
good deal of his time about the store
of Isharn Davis, where he had pass-
ed himself oil as an insurance agent,
but he was thought, it seems, to be a
detective.
After the failure to find their man
.the masked men left the same way
they came. They were very crderly
in every way, offering no violeace to
any one and discharging no firearms.
NATIONAL MEETING
Of Society of Equity Will be Held in
Bowling Green.
The national meeting of the Amer-
ican Soeiety of Equity will meet in
Bowling Green at the courthouse on
August 20th, and the board of con-
trol the day before, August 19th,
when they will transact much busi-
ness of importance.
The matter of setting a time Sor
the big picnic and barbecue, which
was to have taken place on Satur-
day last at Charles G. Davenport's
farm on the Barren river pike will
be discussed.
Prominent men in this line of busi-
ness will be present.
FALLING TIMBER
Painfully Injures John C. White, on
Jessup Street.
As John C. White was climbing a
ladder to get to top of a stable he
was building on Jessup street, a
heavy plank which was leaning
against the buildiog tell and struck
him on the head. Mr. White was
knocked from the ladder and ren-
dered unconscious but his injuries
are not regarded as serious.
Shooting at Bennettstown.
At Bennettstown Saturday night
John Wiggin was shot in the arm
by Walter Gant, both parties being
colored. According to the report
received here Wiggin had a pistol
in his shirt bosom and fired through
the garment at Gant, but missed
him. Gant then drew a big "gat"
and fired at Wiggiti as the latter ran
off. The first bullet struck Wiggin
in the arm and Grant was taking de-
liberate aim to fire again when the
pistol was knocked up and the ball.
went into the air.
House Party.
Miss Jennie Coleman, of Grapey, is
giving a house party this week.
Misses Grace Layne of Russellville
Francis Wilson, Elkton, Annie May
Rudolph and Bertha Young of
Clarksville, and Jared Coleman, of
Memphis are in attendance.
THAW A BANKRUPT
PITTSBURG, Aug. 12.—Harry
Thaw was today adjuged a bankrupt





Establishment of a Graded Common
School at LaFayette, Kentucky.
Order of Election.
At a regular term of this court,
held on the 3d of August, 1908, and
it appearing that the petition signed
by the following persons:
"C. H. Bagby, C. B. Fraser, W.
R. Rose, W. D. Rose, Samuel Bum-
pus, J. F. Kirkman, S. C. Northing-
ton, J. J.Ezeli, E. J. Roper, J. F.
Stone, F. J. Fraser, Walter Garner,
R. L. Horn, W. N. Taylor, W. T.
Keatts, R. S. Wootton and S. M.
Fraser, was filed with the County
Judge of Christian County at the
last regular term of this court,
which occurred on July 6, 1908, ask-
ing that a graded common school by
organized with the boundary as
follows:
"Beginning at a point op the
Roaring Springs road, westwardly
from Joe Ezell's residence including
his farm—the above mentioned point
being two and one-half mil% from
the Common School building in the
town of La Fayette; thence south-
west to Joseph Beazley's farm, in-
cluding same; thence southwardly
to T. H. Joiner's farm, excluding
same; thence southeast to and with
Trigg county line to the Tennessee
line, T. M. Clardy's farm, excluding
same; thence with said line, east-
wardly to a point north of F. T.
Summer's farm, excluding same,
thence northwardly to J. T. Han-
cock's farm, excluding same; thence
northeast to east boundary at T. H.
Elliott's farm including same;
thence northwest to George Boddie's
Baggett place excluding same;
thence northwest to P. E. Sherill's
farm excluding same; thence west
to the intersection with LaFayette
and Hopkinsville road aud La-
Fayette and Mill road, excluding
farms of Mrs. N. E. Combs and Sid
Hancock's, to remain in the orignal
Bennettstown district; thence north-
west to Cayce farm, excluding same;
thence more northwest to John
Robinson's farm, excluding same;
thence west to Charley Bagby's
farm (formerly Thomas Terry), in-
cluding same; thence southwest to
the intersection with the Roaring
Springs road at the farm of
Joe E z el 1 'a to the beginning".
And that the site of the
builiing for the proposed graded
school be the present site of the
common school building for district
No. 29, at the corner of Harrison and
North Cross streets in the town of
LaFayette, Kentucky, which site,
is certified to be not more than two
and one-half miles from any part
of the boundary ef said proposed dis-
trict. And it appearing that said
petitioners are tax payers, legal vot-
ers and residents of the proposed
graded common school district and
of tie first justice district in this
county.It further appearing that the
county superintendent has endorsed
on said petition his approval of same
and that a majority of the trustees
of said common school districts No.
29 and No. 17, which will be embrac-
ed in said proposed graded common
school district in whole or in part,
have endorsed their approval on
said petition, as provided by law,
and the court being sufficiently ad-
vised, orders that J. M. Renshaw,
sheriff of Christian county, be, and
is hereby directed, to cause a poll
to be opened, and an election to be
held at LaFayette, Kentucky, on
the 12th day of September 1908. The
same being forty days or more after
the entry of this oroer, for the pur-
pose of taking the census of the legal
voters, residing within the boundary
of said proposed graded commoe
school district, whether theme shall
be levied and collecteu an annual
tax of fifty cents on each $160, of
property value therein, subject lo
state and county taxation owned lrg
whits persons; and $1.50 of poll tax
on each white male inhabitant of
said proposed graded common school
district over twenty-one years of
age, for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining a graded common
school district therein, as provided
by law.
The officers of said election will al-
so cause the legal voters of said
proposed graded common school
district to vote for five persons to be
trustees of same in case said tax
shall be approved. The officers of
said election will make return in
due. form, and accordieg to law of
the result of said election at the
earliest day practicable, after said
election shall have been held.
CH-ARLES 0. PRO WSE
Judge of Christian County Court
Notice is hereby given that in
obedience to the above order of the
county court of Christian county, I
will hold an election at the time and
place indicated therein from seven
o'clock, a. m. until four oclock p. m.
for the purposes set out in said or-
der; and that said election will be
held in common school building for
district No. 29, at LaFayette, Ken-
tucky. Those who may vote are
white males over twenty-one years
old, who have been residents of the
proposed graded school district for
sixty days, and in the county for
six months. and in the state, one
year preceding day of said election.
August 14th, 1908.
J. M. RENSHAW,
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LAWYER'S FEES
HARRY THAW TELLS HOW THEY
BROKE HIM,
Mentions Amount Paid by Himself and
Mother of Nearly One-Half
Million Dollars.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., Aug.
IL—From his cell in the county jail
here Harry K. Thaw gave out the
following statement concerning the
claims filed against hied by various
lawyers, which, he asserts, forced
him into bankruptcy:
,4 • "In this i,norning's paper I read
,that Mr. O'Reilly makes a claim for
PERSONAL GOSSIP.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Miss Louise Burba is visiting Miss
Florence Duncan.
J, D. Duncan is in Cadiz on busi-
ness.
Miss Lula White, of Princeton, is
visiting Miss Beatrice Holloman.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bradshaw
will leave today for Dawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thacker, of
Cincinnati, are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. George Thacker.
Mrs. George E. Gary is with her
daughter, Mrs. A. B. Anderson at
Monterey, Tenn.
Miss Lelia Shropshire of New
Albany, Ind., is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. M. E. Knight.
Miss Florence Knight returned
yesterday from a three weeks visit
to relatives in LouisNille and New
Albany.
more money. That is a matter for Mis
s Hattie Williams, of Aliens-
former Gov. Stone, my counsel vine, sp
ent last night in the city,
in Pittiburg, to take charge of. the 
guest of Miss Elva Turner. She
There seems no reason for me to re
turned home this morning.
discuss the different claim s,
and, therefore, I have nothing more
to say, except regarding one fact.
"The sums already expended and
the names of the lawyers and others
to whom I paid the money were 
Mrs. W. B.
clearly stated in the newsitapere. home after 
a
There is only this much to add: Be- Sinking F
ork.
sides the heavy total of about $417,-
m000 that I paid out myself, y moth-
F. G. Petre is in Seattle,
er paid our family physician and 
as a delegate from Hopkinsville
gave about $47,500 additional to Mr.
Hartridge, making $105,000 received
by his firm prior to April 16, 1907.
"My mother also made a present
of $25,000 to Mr. Delmas. This made,
with his actual fee paid by me,
$50,000 in all that he received for his
able services. Mr. Delmas' bill for
expenses was less than $1,000, and is
included in the $20,000 item for de-
tectives and sundrizts."
Called to Virginia.
George Wanely, traveling repre-
sentative for the Cincinnati Post,
returned home yesterday after a
visit to friends here.
Owen has returned
visit to relatives, at
Wash.,
lodge No. 1434, to the grand lodge of
the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
Mrs. Ora Snedigar, Mrs. Wilbur
Guthrie and Mrs. Len Brown spent
the day yesterday with their sister,
Mrs. John Young at Sunnybrook
FIRST MEETING
OF SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
LEAGUE WILL BE HELD FRIDAY.
Constitution and Bylaws Will be Ad-
opted and Many Matters of Im-
portance Considered.
The Christian County School Im-
provement league, which was form-
ed lasf Fridas at the teachers' in-
stitute, will hold its first meeting at
the courthouse on next Friday after-
noon at 3:30 o'clock.
This meeting will be a most .im-
portant one to the new organization
for among the matters which will
come up at that time will be the,
adoption of bylaws and constitution.
All persons who are interested in
the development and betterment of
the schools of the county, no matter
whether you are a school teacher or
not or whether you have joined the
league,are urged to attend the meet-
ing and take part. Since the league
was organized the charter mem-
bers have shown much interest in
the work and the organization prom-
ises to be a means of much good.
SHAKE-UP IN OFFICE
Illinois Central Makes Changes At
Princeton.
farm. PRINCETON
, Ky., Aug. 11.—A
change in Illinois Central railway
R. A. Shadoin, who travels for the officials took place here, Assistant
Sutherland Medicine Co., is at home
spending a few days with his family
Prof. Edmund Harrison of Bethel 
.—....----_
The Illinois Central will seil round
college received a telegram last trip tickets 
to Lexington, Ky.. Sep-
night apprising him of the critical 
t
odge, Knights of Pythias of 
ember 21-24, 1908, account grand
illness of his brother at Danville, 
Ken-
tucky. Rates one first class fare
Va. Prof. Hat rison left last mid- plus 25 cts.
night for the bedside. G. R. Ne
wman Agent.
Superintendent L. E. McCabe,of the
Nashville division, being transferred
and friends. He reports that he is to the Paducah and Evansvills di-
meeting with great success as a vision with headquarters at Padu-
salesman. cah. The assistant superintendent's
office of the Nashville division and
the trainmaster's office at this place
have been abolished. This will let
out several office men and, added to
the change of several weeks ago,
will make things pretty dull in rail-
way circles here.
r 1OBAC4w0 NOTES 3-1
The dullest period on the local to-
bacco market since the present sea-
son began was last week. An unac-
countable slump took place and
sales were very light. There seemed
to be no demand for tobacco except
In a few instances, and then only a
few hogsheads were wanted.
The sales by the Planters' Pro-
tective association amounted to onit
28 hogsheads. In the face of the
decreased sales the full schedule
prices of the organization are being
maintained and prices last week
ranged for that sold from $7 to $10.50
for lugs, and from $10.50 to $13 for
common leaf. Receipts were nine
hogsheads.
Business with the Society of
Equity was dull in about the same
ratio, few sales being made, but the
prices set by the society being se-
cured for all that figured in the
deals.
Soaking rains fell duriug the latter
part of the week, and these are ex-
pected to work wonders in bringing
out the growing crop which in many
cases was very backward. It is re-
ported that the most advanced crops
will probably be ready for cutting
by the latter part of this week.
Business of the Planters' Protec-
tive association throughout the
Dark Tobacco district for the week
ending August 1 shows a slight in-
crease over the preceding week.
The officials of this organization say
they confidently expect a resump-
tion of the heavy buying within a
very short time, and that the entire
crop now on hand will then be quick-
ly disposed of. The report of Auditor
John D. Scales, for the ten markets
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One 2-piece Self-Basting ,
Roaster, full size.
One Rake Pan, capac-
ity 2 quarts





It is the ware you see advertised in all the leading Ladies magazines, especially t
hose
dealing with the culinary art. It is never sold at retail and you cannot buy it f
rom th
manufacturers for a penny less than $2.50 per set and expressage. The great excellenc
e
of earthenware cooking vessels over tin or iron is known to all, 1- ut the difficulty ha
s al-
ways been the increased cost of the earthenware. By using Sanito earthenware coo
king
vessels you secure the very best results, the food will not burn or stick, there is no da
nger
of ptomaine poisoning and no odor remaining in the vessel.
Sanito ware, produced by a skillful blending ot clays, is mechanically per
fect, of
convenient sizes and shapss for all ordinary purposes. Sanito will cook food evenly an
d
without burning it. It has an inside lining burnt right into the clay, which is absolu
tely
acid proof. and never cracks nor settles. You can cook linything from strawbe
rries to
cabbage in Sanito without one kind becoming tainted or discolored from what precee
ded.
Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums and thtusands of progressive housekeepers use it ex
-
clusively. Its cleanliness and wholesomeness makes it especially valuable in pr
eparing
food for the sick, while for all general cooking purposes it should displace unwhole
some
and dangerous metal vessels.
T.le fact that Sanito is a non-conductor of heat makes it more economical to use tha
n
other ware. It retains heat much better than metal. It will be particularly welcom
e in
omes where the difference between "cooked" and "well cooked" food is appre
ciated.
How To Get It.
To every person who subscribes to the Weekly New Era, paying $1.00 for one yea
r in
advance and 98c for expressage and packing charges, we will give ABSOLUTELY
 FREE
a full set of this $2.50 ware—the genuine Sanito.
To every person who is now taking the New Era and who pays up all arrearages
, if
y, and one year in advance and the 98c for the expressage and packing ch
arges, we
will give a set of Sanito.
Orders given to agents will not be accepted on this offer—everything must come
 direct
to this office. We are making an unusual concession in offering this ware and can
not af-
ford to pay agents' commissions too.
Every set comes packed in a separate box and we have a supply on hand, so 
that
when your order is received it can be delivered promptly. This ware is delivered fr
ee of
all charges at this office. If further express or freight charges are necessary the
y must
be borne by tke purchaser.
Call at Our Office and See Samples.
Address, THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA,
Circulation Dept. Hopkinsville, Ky.
JOHN D. ANDERSON END IN SIGHT
PRESIDENT OF EMPIRE COAL
COMPANY IS DEAD.
He Died Saturday Afternoon After an
Illness of Five Months.—Was
Well Known Here.
The Nashville Tennessean of Sun-
day gives the following account of
the death of John D. Anderson, of
that city. For many years Mr.
Anderson has been president of the
Empire Coal tfe Mining company of
this county, and had many friends
here.
"It will come as a great shock to
many of the friends of Mr. John D.
Anderson to learn that he died yes-
terday afternoon, after a lingering
Illness of about five months dura-
tion. Mr. Anderson was thought to
be getting along very well until
about three weeks ago, when he was
attacked suddenly with his old
trouble, and from that time :until
his death yesterday he has been.
sinking, and his doctors did not
have much hope for him. He died
at the residence of his daughter,
Mrs. Sam Anderson, 911 Sixteenth
avenue, south.
"Mr. Anderson was born in War-
renbury, Mo., in 1845, and lived
there quite a number of years. He
removed to this city about thirty-
five years ago, and has resided here
ever since that time. Just before
coming to Nashville to live he mar-
ried Miss Lucy Thomas, of Inde-
pendence, Mo., by whom he hie sur-
vived. He was quite well known in
this city, and was one of the most
prominent business men here, be-
sides being a very active member of
the Edgefield Baptist church.
"Mr. Anderson was connected
with the Empire Coal company, and
It was chiefix due to his efforts that
the company was formed. He was
known to be a man of the strictest
business principles. and was never
known to do anything in the busi-
ness or the social world that was
not becoming his station. He was a
great lover of his family, and even
when he was not confled to his home
by illness, was never away from
there except when attending to the
duties arising from his business.
"Mr. Anderson is survived by
three children, Harry Anderson, a
well known young business man of
this city ;John D. Anderson, Jr., and
Mrs. Sam Anderson, with whom ,he
lived and at whose house his death
took place. He is also survived by
three brothers, the Rev. Chas. Anu-
erson, of Russellville, Ky., William
Anderson, of Helena, Ark., and Dr.
Jas. Anderson, of Warrensburg,
Mo. Mrs. Reuben Reeves, his only
sister, also survives him.
, 'The furneral services took place
Sunday afternoon at the Edgefield
Baptist church. after which the in-
terment tcok place at Mt. Olivet."
PISTOLS AND KNIFE
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Sarah Wheeler and Clara Hester,
both colored,let their angry passions
rise over some matter of disagree-
ment and while bliuded by her rage
the Wheeler woman cut the Hester
negress about the head and face,
causing painful-and bad wounds.
Because, it is alleged, Will Car-
ter, a section hand on the Tennessee
Central railroad, had imposed on
Jim White, aged fifteen years, the
boy secured a pistol and renewed
the difficulty and shot at Carter five
times. Only two bullets took effect,
one striking Carter in the shoulder
and the other in the arm. The shoot-
ing occutted at Edgoten last Satur-
day. White surrendered to Magis-
strate Walton Garrott and Wag re-
leased under $200 bond. He will be
tried some time this week.
Ruben Roach shot and wounded
Anderson Rawlins, in the Pembroke
vicinity, thie morning. Details are
meager but from the repot t reeeived
here there was no cause for the deed.
According to this report Rawlins
was sitting on a bale of hay and
Roach csme up with a pistol in his
hand and pointing it at Rawlins
and said, "You don't think I will
shoot this gun, do you?" With the
words be pulled the trigger and the
ball struck Rawlins in the jaw and
ranged around his head into the
back of his ,neck.
It is said that a warrant will be
sworn out this afternoon for Roach.
OF THE TRIAL OF JAKE ELLIS
AT MURRAR.
Case Will Go to the Jury This After-
noon—State Makes Charges
Against Defense.
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. 11.—The
trial of Jake Ellis, charged with
night riding, will be concluded here
today.CJudge Cook gave the in-
structions to the jury this morning
and the speaking began immediate-
ly.
The state caused:something of a
sensation when tbf y charged the de-
fense with attempting to intimindate
witnesses during: the investigatioa
of thejNight Rider raids.
The defense • introduced W. A.
Patterson, Felix Bailey, D. L.
Thomas, Charlie Shacklefort, Will
Moody, who each stated that they
weie present at the camp of the
state guards after Wiley Stewart had
joined tl em and heard him make
the statement that he knew the
authorities had ;.evidence enough
against him to convict him, and
that he:understood there was a re-
ward for every one convicted, and
he might as well have the money as
any one else. The witnesses are
bondsmen for alleged Night Riders.
Bob Duncan was next introduced
and denied having any connection
with the burning of Smoot Hen-
dricks' barn, writing the note of
warning or administering the oath
to Will Ingrain as tsstified to by
Mr. Ingram. Kelsey Kirk, who was
implicated in the above occurrences
also made denial. In cross question-
ing Kirk, Attorney Smith attempt-
ed to connect him with the Hop-
kinsville raid. He r-denied being
implicated in the raid and denied
stating that the horse he rode for
some time afterward was the one
that hauled in Geo. Gray, who was
killed in the raid and that he saw-
him fall. He says that on the night
of the raid he was in Tennessee. He
admitted that he was at the time
teaching sch000l it Montgomery, ia
Trigg county, and on being closely
questioned had to admit that he had
forgatton just what he was doing in
Tennessee at the time but he sup-
posed he closed his school for the
time.
Jasper Garland aril Josh Cun-
ningham, both under indictment as
Night Riders, denied having any
connection with the whipping of
Willie Dyer or the burning of Smoot
Hendricks' barn, as stated hy Will
Ingram.
John Falwell, Joe Clark, Newt..
Ragsdale and other testitird as to.
the general reputation ior veracity
of Moses Thornton: All they knew
seems to have grewn out of an old
church trouble wee i ecurred ten
or twelve years ezo. Common-
wealth Attorney Denny P. Stititk
and County Jud,:e A. J. G. Wells
spoke for ths prosecution.
SECRET WEDDING
Mrs. Flowers and Dr. Grace Married
in Indiana.
Details of the secret marriage at
Jeffersonville, Indiana, of Mrs..
Myrtle Flowers, of Crofton, and Dr.
Lucian Grace, of near Kirkmans-
vine, have just leaked out. The
marriage was solemnized several
days ago and the couple intended to
keep their secret until September.
The bride is a handsome and
talented young woman. She was
formerly married to Mr. Word, of
California, but secured a divorce at
the February term of court. The
groom is a prominent young citizen
of Kirkrnansville, who still lacks
one year of completing his coarse of
study in a dental college.
To Undergo Operation.
Deputy Marshal Smith Childers
went to Louisville Sunday to have
an operation performed on himself
at Norton's rtfinmary. Mr. Chil-
ders suffers constantly as the result
of the bullet wound he received at
the hands of Jake McDowell. The
bullet in his side was never located
and he will endeavor to have it re-
moved. He has never regained his
former strength and has been ad-
vised that an operation is impera-
tive. City Marshal H. L. Sutton




Cooking Is So Easy.
When you use a gas stove. There's
no waste heat, no coal or ashes to
handle, no dust, no dirt. It solves
the fuel problem—saves time, labor
and worry over the rise in the price
of coal, than which it is less expen
sive. Results to the household;
comfort, convenience, cleanliness,
economy. All your needs in gas
stoves, ranges, etc.. supplied by the






















Sc and 10c Saucer
/ Cream Soda 5c and 10c
Coca Cola  5c
  Root Beer Sc
Lemon Pop   5c
Strawberry Pop   6c
Fancy Package Candies
and also Fresh Home
Made Candies
The cleanest and most up-to-date
meat market in the city, on Vir-
ginia street, opposite Flotel Latham,
where you can get anything you
want in the meat line and of the
best article that can he produced.
Fresh home mace weiner wurst.
Fresh home made sausage.
Fresh home made bologna.
And you can have fresh hamburg-





Dragoons eves contracts, backed by chain
et 30 Colleges, $300,000.00 capital, and 19
rears. success, to secure positions u n del
essioaabis conditions or refund tuition.
BOOKKEEPING Draughon's com-petitors, by notaccepting hit
=ion, concede that he teaches moreping In THREE months than they




write the ',stem of Shorthand Draughon
13saches, because they know it is THE BEST.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, car
OY WrUo ..Pao. F. IntAnotioN, President
- DRAUGLION'S
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
MI &WO Wel BY hall.,
(Incorvora,tdd)
PADUCAH, NASFIVILLE,
EVANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS
Dr. R. F. McDaniel,
Practice Limited to
Diseases Of the
Eye, Ear, Nose St Throat
Office in Summers building near
courthouse. Phortes—office, Cumb.,
1018; Home 1210. Residence, Cumb.,
210; Home 114Q., ,Office hours: 8 to
12-a. m., 2 to 6 p. m.
PARKER'S
HAIR BA1 SAM
cleanses and Dewitt-1as Lie hair.
tee a briurlaut growth.
Never Falla to Restore Gray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.







telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious "dishes.

















Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
Because it invests its fundssolely in first mon
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of tn., risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because all of its loans arepayable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plat s
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec.
DR. H. C. BEAZLEY
Specialist.
EYE. EAR, NOSE1AND THROAT
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 p.
m. Office, Main St., over Kress's
Store. Hopkinsville. Ky.
DRS FEIRSTEIN & SMITH
DENTISTS
Summer Both Next, to Court
Bldg. Phones House
.111110,
I-lie Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.
There is a C.' sense prevailing in thii
Naintrv most clan gerous.because so decep-
cir tive. Many ;illid
en
-"I deaths are caused
; by it—heart dis-_ ..
- ease, pllell111011...
, 0 heart failure
apoplexy are often




allowed to ad yam*:
the kidney-poison-
..m,:.N....-- ed blood will at-
:act: the vital organs, causing catarrh of
the bladder, or the kidneys themselves
break down and waste away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles almost always result
from a derangement of the kidneys and
a cure is obtained quickest by a proper
:reattnent of the kidneys. If you are fe21-
mg badly you can make no mistake by
taking Iir. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the
great kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and
calding pain ill passing it, and over-
comes that unpleasant necessity of being
compelled to go often through the day,
and to get up many times during the
n4ilit. The mild and the extraordinary
r.!ffect of Swamp-Root is soon realized.
It stands the highest for its wonderful
-ures of the most distressing cases.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and is
sold by all druggists in fifty-cent and
one-dollar size bottles. You may have a
sample bottle of this wonderful new dis-
covery and a book that tells all about it,
both sent free by mail. Address, Dr. Kil-
mer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When
writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper. Don't make anv
mistake, but remember the name, Swamp.
Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the
qddress, Binghamton, N. V., on every
bottle.
DANGER IN DELAY.
Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
For Hopkinsville People To
Neglect.
The great danger of kidney
troubles is that they get a firm hold
before the sufferEr recognizes them.
Health is gradually undermined.
Backache, headache' nervousness,
lameness, soreness, lumbago, uri-
nary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and
Bright's disease follow in merciless
succession. Don't . neglect your
kidneys. Cure the kidneys with
the certain and safe remedy, Doan's
Kidney Pills, which has cured peo-
ple right here in Hopkinsville.
Miss L. A. Hester, 826 North
Main St., Hopkinsville, K., says:
"I believe that there is little need
of anyone suffering the tortures of
backache when such an effective
remedy as Doan's Kidney Pills can
be procured at L. A. Johnson & Co's
drug store. The prompt and thor-
ough relief which followed their use
in my case has given me abiding
faith in their merits. In the sum-
mer of 1903, I was suffering greatly
from a soreness and lameness acr3ss
the small of my back and other
difficulties arising from a weakened
condition of my kidneys. Two
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills was all
that was required to free me from
the distreksing pain in my back and
restore my kidneys tor% healthy con-
dition. T recommend Doan's Kid-
ney Pills and now at the end of four
years I still 'hold the same good
opinion of them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the
United States. Remember the name
Doan's--and take no other.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by consti-
tutional remedies.Deafness is caused
by an inflamed condition of the mu-
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing,and when it is entirely
closed,Deafness is the result, and un-
less the inflammation can be taken
out and this tube restored to its nor-
mal condition, hearing will be de-
stroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by Catarrh, which is
nothing but an inflamed condition
of the inuncous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
culars free. F. H. CHENEY dr Co.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation. For sale by Anderson dr
Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated.
Excellent Health Advice
Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 379
Gitfoid, Ave., San Jose, Cal.., says:
"The worth of Electric Bitters as a
general family remedy, for head-
ache, biliousness and torpor of the
liver and bowels is so pronounced
that I am prompted to say a word in
its favor for the benfit of those seek-
ing relief from such afflictions.
There is more health for the diges-
tive organs in a bottle of Electric
Bitters than in any other remedy I
know of." Sold under guarantee at




; Eye, E Or, N'o s e and
Throat. Test made free of I
; 
charge for glasses. Phoe-
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STATE MEETING
OF THE FARMERS UNION AD-
JOURNS AT HADUCAH-
Officers Were Elected And Much
Busineis Was Transacted.—Asso-
ciation Holds Meetirg at Princeton.
PADUCAH. Ky., Aug. 10.—After
the Kentucky convention of the
Farmers' Union adjourned, the dele-
gates marched down the length of
Broadway with their county ban-
ners and dispersed at the foot of the
street. The executive committe was
in session all day, but gave out none
of its proceedings. It is probable
that Secretary Barnett will have his
headquarters toward the center of
the state, where he will be in better
touch with the central and eastern
sections, having secured a good foot-
hold in the west. Twenty-two coun-
ties were represented at this con-
vention.
At the morning session the follow-
ing state officers were installed:
President, aRob3rt Johnson, Tolu,
Crittenden county.; vice president,
A. L. Willson, Hickory Grove,
Graves county; Chaplain, W. W.
Moore, Paducah; conductor, J. L.
Robertson, Mayfield ;seer etar y
and treasurer, R. L. Barnett, Padu-
cah; doorkeeper, J. C. Denton; exe-
cutive committee, Like Thomas,
Folsomdale ; Sam P. Jones, Cun-
ningham ;John Grady,CalvertyCity ;
T. B. Latta, Fulton; .M. B. Tabb,
Woodville.
The convention closed Saturday
morning at 3 o'clock, but the exe-
cutive committee remained in ses-
sion with the officers all day, de-
ciding on the headquarters and mak-
ing arrangements to pool the crop,
warehouse it and finance the work
of the organization.
It was announced that a meeting
of state presidents will be held at
Memphis, August 26. There are
twenty-six states in the organiza-
tion, principally in the west and
south.
Growers' Meeting.
PRINCETON, Ky., Ang. 10.—The
Caldwell county tobacco growers'
herd a very interesting and enthusi-
astic meeting at the courthouse in
this city. Several interesting speech-
es were made, among the speakers
being County Chairman Hollowell,
the Hon. J. E. Baker, of this city,
and the Hon. Max Hanberry, of
Cadiz.
Mr. Hanberry made the principal
speech. He spoke in a quiet, deli-
berate and convincing manner in the
interest of the farmers, and during
the course of his remark he said that
he had been in years gone by a
friend and admirer of Augustus
Willson, but now had enough of him
and expressed a desire that God
would forgive him for voting for him
for governor. All the speeches were
well received.
GOODWIN IS WELL
And Upon Leaving the Hospital he
Disappears.
PADUCAH, Ky., Aug. 8.—Walter
Goodwin,who was shot from ambush
in Tiigg county several days ago and
who was sent here for treatment has
been dismissed from'the hospital as
cured.
He has disappeared and all at-
tempts to locate him have failed.
HIS CROWN JEWELS.
ST. PETERSBURG, Aug. 8.—A
special dispatch received here from
Teheran says the Shah of Pera
has obtained a loan of $250,000 from
a Russian bank having deposited
the crown jewels as security. This
money will be used in fitting out an
expedition against Tabriz.
A FACT PROVEN.
Should Convince Even the Most Skep-
tical of Its Truth.
If there is the slightest doubt in the
minds of any that Dandruff germs do not
exist, their belief is compelled by the
fact that a rabbit innoculated. with ti*
germs became bald in six weeks' time.
It must be apparent to any person
therefore that the only prevention of
baldness is the destruction of the germ—
which act is successfully accomplished
In one hundred per cent, of cases by
the application of Newbro's Herpicide.
Dandruff is caused by the same germ
which causes baldness and can 13€ pre-
vented with the same remedy—Neworo's
Herpicide.
Accept no substitute. "Destrc.,y tle
cause you remove the effect."
Sold by leading druggists. Send 10c. In
stamps for sample to The Herpicide Cc!,,
Detroit. Mich.
450/A. 21' Citt 111. X 4S. • Two eis•s-50 cants and mes.
esars the The Killd You Hawi Alw21813100 Anderson dr Fowler Drug Co. (In-
eignswe corporated) Special Agents
40080iiiikaamommiligehmametssah wavegar-
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Is an ordeal which all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the pain
of child-birth. The thought
of the suff2sing in store for
her robs the expectant mother
of pleasant anticipations.
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
child. This liniment is a God-send to women at t:le critical time. Not
only does Mother's Friend carry women safely through the perils of
child-birth, but it prepares
the system for the coming
event, relieves "morning
sickness," and other dis-
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  .°- BUILDING ITSELM
In some cases they last longer. They never need
repairs. They're fire-proof, storm-proof. They re-
duce the cost of insurance, and they're easy to lay.
They preserve the building too, by keeping out damp-
ness: so if you want a thoroughly cozy home in winter,
and a cool house in summer, you can't do better than
see that Cortright Shingles are used for the covering.
Forbes ManTg. Co., Incorporated flopkinsville, Ky
Fob 10111111111•11111•11M. 
•••••••••••••
The Long & Short of Itrq
is that it is impossible to
make a better 5c Cigar than
the Gold Standard. It con-
tains the finest tobacco and
















Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an account.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. ,W. LONG, Cashier








With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
of Deposit
HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.




Some people when holding up a glass of medicine and looking on it
as they would toddy often say to themselves, "I wonder if that's
pure?"But were it pure would you know it? "No,"you say. Friends
remember, purity of medicine is absolutely essential for your ills,
same as purity of food. We know that. We have two of the best and
most careful prescriptionists to be had in this department whose
work has been highly pleasing to the public. We have only the pur-
est of medicine for them and that fresh and direct from the manu-
facturers. By that, when your prescription is filled here you have a
positive guarantee of absolute purity in what you get and from ex-
pert prescriptionists.




We have just completed our Delivery Station at Hopkinsville,
where we are prepared to handle promptly all orders for Refined
Oil, Gasoline, Lubricating Oil and Axle Grease. Our tank waFons
run to all parts of city and county. Barrels delivered to all points.
S. U. Wooldridge, AM.,
Cumberland Phone No. 40
HOIne Phone No. 1182
Strictly an INDEPENDENT OIL COMPANY





May, 1907—To City Bank,
railroad coupons from 1
to 70 inclusive 1400
Nov.. 1907—To City Bank,
00, railroad coupons from 1
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Sheriff's
• Settlement
For the Year 1907
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)
Henderson, E. W  3 65
Myers, S. F  40 00
Estes, A. J.  6 00
Parker, W. L.  6 00
Henderson, E. W  6 33
Acme Mills  12 80
Jno. Moayan Co.  6 80
Feankles  4 00
Renshaw, J. P.  3 70
Johnson, Lou  3 25
pgraller & Rogers  6 00
7 35prd, J. G.
*to/
Racket Store 




)My...rs, Seth H 
 40
Robinson, Amos  35
Clark C. R. & Co.  11
Parker, W L  3
Estes, A. J.  3
Forbes Mfg. Co  13
Myers, S T  40
Clark, C. R. & Co  17
Acme Mills Co  5
Estes, A. J.  3
Forbes Mfg. Co.  9
Vaughn, C. W  1
Parker, W. L.  3
Frankel, Sam  9
Acme Mills Elev. Co.  4
Acme Mills Elev. Co  1
Acme Mills Elev. Co  5
Myers, Seth  40
Myers, • Seth  3
Myers, S. T.  40
Henderson, E. W  4
Parker, W. L.  3
Parker, W. L.  3
Eines, A. J.  3
Estes, A. J  3
Littlefield, W. W   4
Williams & Walker  5
Williams & Walker  25
Renshaw, F. P  5
Courtney, Havard  7
1144 Jno. Moayan & Co  
20
Johnson, Marcus  1
Woodburn, Webbes  6
TAe Worrell Mfg. Co.  10
-Williams & Walker  14
Renshaw, F. P.  3
Acme Mills Elev. Co   24
Jno. Moayan Co. 
Jones & Cannon 
Myers, S. T.  80
Williams & Walker  25
Parker, W. L  6
Parker, W. L.  3
Estes, A. J.  3
Myers, S. T.  40
Littlefield, W. W  1
Acme Mills Elev. Co.  63
Forbes Mfg. Co  1
Estes, A. J.  6
Acme Mills Elev. Co.  7
Richardson, J. J.  25
Anderson, J. H. & Co... 46
Myers, H. C.  6
Johnson, W. M   47
Parker, W. L.  3
Myers, S. T.  41
Myers, S. T.  40
Myers, S. T.  10
Hutchinson  12
'e-, Estes, A. J.  3
Chesley Coal Co  80
Wall, J T 
Parker, W. L.  48
Parker, S F  137
Hutchinson, Walter  11
Jno. Moayan, Co.  3
Forbes Mfg. Co  6
Myers, S. T.  80
Estes, A. J  6
Parker, W. L.  6
Forbes Mfg. Co  1
Clark, H. B.  96




W. S. ALLEN DIES AT WYNNES,
ARKANSAS.
He Was Bitten by a Dog In This City
Nine Months Ago And Had Taken
Pasteur Treatment
(From Friday's Daily)
W. S. Allen, who was bitten by a
dog in this city on the night oe No-
vember 6, 1907, and who went to
Chicago and took the Pasteur treat-
ment therefor, died last oight at
Wynnes, Arkanasas, of hydrophobia
The news that the dread rabies
had developed was conveyed in a
telegram which was received by
relatives here last night, this stating
that the first symptoms of the
trouble were noticed yesterday
morning. This rnornining another
telegram wae received stating that
Mr. Allen had died.
The dreadful news came as a sur-
prise to everione for, with the ex-
ception of his physician, everyone
though the Pasteur treatment would
prevent hydrophobia from develop-
ing. The physician states however
that Mr. Allen's face was so terribly
lacerated by the dog that the officials
of the Pasteur Institute stated that
it was the worst case they had ever
treated and were not very hopeful
of the treatment being successful.
Mr. Allen was bitten as he entered
his home by the back way on the
night of November 6. The dog,
which belonged to a neighbor, at-
tacked him savagely and tore the
flesh of his face in a terrible man-
ner. One of the 0...g s fangs entered
a vein on his neck and for two
months this oozed blood occasional
ly and was regarded ae the most
dangerous wound as it let the poison
directly into the blood. When he
was taken to Chicago he ceuld not
talk or eat and for two weeks had to
be Led with Liquids which he took
through a tube.
Returning from Chicago, Mr. Al-
len remained here for a short time
and then went to Nashville where
he was married, and later the couple
went to Arkansas.
The afternoon before Mr. Allen
was bitten, the same dog attacked
Mrs. J. W. Mitchell as she was
walking along the street. The dog
reared up and tore Mrs. Mitchell's
clothing and made a slight bruise
on her shoulder. Every one who
witnessed the attack says that the
dog did not bite Mrs. Mitchell and
that the wound was caused by the
canine's claws. Nevertheless Mrs.
Mitchell went to Chicago and took
the Pasteur treatment also and no
fears are felt for her.
Mr. Allen was about thirty yeais
of age and has a number of relative-
living here. Tne body will be
brought here for interment.
NEWSY NOTES
About People From Sinking Fork and
That Vicinity.
Miss Berta Hiser, of Hopkins-
ville, visited friends and relatives
here Sunday.
Weak Kidneys
Weak Kidneys. surely point to weak kidney
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the :Heart, and the
Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
itself, but in the nerves that control and guide
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is
a medicine specifically prepared to reach these
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone.
I. futile. It is a waste of time, and of money as
well.
If your back aches or is weak, if the urine
scalds, or is dark and strong, if you have symptoms
of Bright& or other distressing or dangerous kid-
ney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month—
Tablets or Liquid—and see what it can and will
do for you. Druggist recommend and sell
Dr. Shoop's
Restorative
ANDERSON FOWLER DRUG CO
In
Bankrupt Sale
In the District Court of the
United States, For the
Western District of
Kentucky.
In matter of Hopkinsville Lumber
Company, bankrupt, in bankruptcy.
OWENSBORO DI VISION.
In pursuance of an order of sale
entered herein, the trustee, the
Planters Bank & Trust company,
will, on Tuesday, the first day of
September, at ten o'clock, a. ne, sell
at public auction, to the highest bid-
der on a credit of six months, at the
plant of the Hopkinsville Lumber
company, situated in and near the
city of Hopkinsville, Kentucky, in
which said company recently did
business the following property, to-
wit: Two parcels of land situated
near Hopkinsville, in Christian
county, Kentucky, described as fol-
lows:
FIRST TRACT. -Beginning at a
point marked by a stake on the Can-
ton pike; thence with the west edge
of said pike, with the meanders
thereof, 300 feet to the corner of M.
F. Crenshaw's lot on said pike;
thence with a line of said Crenshaw,
N 633i, W 410 feet to a stake auothei
corner of said Crenshaw, thence, at
right anglss to said seeond line, ot
S 26 W 300 feet to a stake; thence
with a straight line from said last
stake to the begineing ; but except
ing and excluding ft eon this convey-
ance a lot on the most easternly cer-
uer of said parcel, fronting fifty feet
on Canton pike and running back
one hundred feet on the northeast-
ern boundary, more or less, which
excepted strip or lot was conveyed
to C. L. Mayes, and Lis deed is re-
it rred to for accurate description of
same. This is the same lot conveyed
to J. A. Wallace and W. A. Adcock
on the 26th of January, 1904, by deed
from Fannie Phelps, Corrie Phelps
and Lillie B. Phelps, now recorded
in Christian county clerk's office in
ed Book No. 107, at page 119,, and
the said Adcock Is interest in said
lot was coove; ed by him and wife
to said R. H. DeTreville, on the 28th
trey of Dec.-tuner, l06. by deed re-
corded in Deed Book No.113, at page
369, in the 54111e
SECOND TRACT: Con-
veyed to said Wallace & Adcock,
Miss Jessie Cullom and J. H. Cook jointly on March 8, 19.A, by Fannie
were the pleasant guests of Miss Phelps, e ori ie Phelps a ti
d Lillie B.
Addle Fuller Saturday and Sunday. Phelps by deed reco
rd ,I in same of-
flee in Deed Book No. 112, page 139,
There was quite a little stir in our mad the intere.st of W, .:‘. Adcock in
town Saturday over the school elec-
tion 
same having been convoyed by him
under the new school law. and his wife to R. H. DeTreville by
Prof. Thomas 0. Wood, who
teaching school nest. Cerulean, is
our midst now.
$1,569 09 C. P., and B. H. C lok and J. F.
Sizemore made a trip to Dawson
Springs last week for their health.
Sinking Fork was pretty well rep-
resented at the moonlight given at
00 Bob Cato a Saturday night.
S. B. Wright and family have re-
turned from a pleasant visit in your
00 city.
Rev. James Clevenger, assisted by
Bro. Frank Welborn, of Auburn. ie




Turnpike Bond Fund, 1901 Issue of
$73,000.
July 1, 1907--First National
Bank, coupon numbers
from I to 150 inclusive. .1875- 00
Jan. 1, 1908—First National
Bank, coupons numbers
from 1 to 150 inclusive. .1875 00
$3,750 00
SCHEDULE F.
Turnpike Bond Fund, 1007 Issue of
$100,000.00 •
Jan, 1, 1908—To City Bank
coupons from 1 to 20 in-
clusive  500 00
t, 4C2Xi z.
illoar• tap The KW lea haw hicrt
"Pm * 41791.&tti
Another year of prosperity is ex-
pected in our town on account of re-
cent rains.
SEND IN THE MONEY.
The .NEW ERA Will receive,
publicly acknowledge a n d
transmit to the Treasurer of the
Democratic National Commit-
tee any moneys that may be
contributed towards khe elec-
tion of Bryan and Kern. Now
Is the time to make your con-
tribution. Any amount from
10 cents to $10.000 will be thank-
fully received. Send in the
money.
le deed dated December 28. 1906. re-
le corded iu same office in Deed Book
113, page 369. It is des Tibed as fol-
lows, to-wit: A certain lot or par-
eel of ground situated neat the
weetere fluids of the said city of
Hopkinsville, in the county and
state aforesaid. on the west side of
the Canton pike or street, adjoining
the property now owned and occu-
pied by the parties of the second
part, (referring to Wallace & Ad-
cock), being a part of the land de-
vised to the parties of the first part,
(referring to grantors, Fannie, Cor-
rie and Lillie Phelps), and their sis-
ter, by the will of their mother,
Mrs. Cornelia F. Phelps, dated Feb.
13, 1888, and recorded on September
7. 1896, in the office of the clerk of
.the Christian county court, in
Will Book Y, at page 384, and, the
Int.-rest of said sister, Mattie U.
Phelps. devised to said gr..ntors,
Fannie Phelps and others by her
will of March 5, 1899, and recorded
in said office on Ate,;ttet 7, -899, n
Will Book Z. at page 56, and the lot
eerein conveyed being bounded and
described as follows to wit: Begin-
ning at a stake, ‘Vallace and Ad-
cock's north corner, (now Wallace
DeTrevale.) also K. Hell's eertier;
thence in a westernly direction 631
feet to a stake in the line of ,The
Tt nuessee Central railroad right-of Hunter Wood & Son, Hopkinsv
ille,
way, being 83 feet south of southern Ky. July 29, 1908.
gatepost; theoce in a eouthern'y di- PLANTERS BANK & TRUST
reetion an4 with said railroad right- COMPANY, Trustee.
LEAGUE FORMED 1
FOR IMPROVEMENT OF SCHOOLS
IN CHRISTIAN COUNTY.
Institute Will Close This Afternoon
After a Most Interesting
Session.
From Friday's Daily)
Following the address made be-
fore the teachers institute this morn-
ing by Mrs. Charles P. Weaver, of
Louisville, an organization of the
teachers was perfected which is to
be known as the Christian County
School Improvement league. The
purpose of this league is to improve
and better the schools of the county
in every way possible and the
members pledge themselves to
this end. Practically the entire
enrollment of the institute joined the
league and officers were elected as
follows—W. E. Gray, president;
Miss Katie McDaniel,vice president;
Miss Elizabeth Rascoe, secretary.
Various committees are provided for
by the constitution of the league and
these will be selected later. The
teachers were very enthusiastic over
the formation of league and it is
expected to exert a great influence
ter the upbuilding of the schools.2
AA the regular session of the in-
stitute this morning, Miss Westcott's
subject was "Story Telling in Con-
nection With School Work." In this
Miss Westcott showed how the
story might be used in drawing and
holding the attention of it child
while teaching the lesson and also
what a great factor it was for cor•
recting false impressions.
Dr. Kinnaman told the teachers
how the deductive and inductive
methods might be used to advantage
ie their work.
The address of Dr. Kinnaman last
night on '"Vlie Advantages of More
Education" was heard by a large
and thoroughly pleased audience.
Dr. Kinnaman has made a most fa-
vorable impression during his stay
here this week, but in nothing has
he been more pleasieg tan in his
lecture last night.
The institute will complete its
work this aft' moon and will ad-
journ. This session is regarded as
one of the best in every way which
was ever held here.
Bucklen'sArnice Salve
The Best Salve In Thr 
---
of-way, four hundred and fOrty-
eeven, (447) feet to a stake in said
right-of-way; thence in an easternly
direction eight hundred and fifty-
eight(858) ft. to wept edge of Canton
pike, at a stake; thence in a north-
easternly direction and with the
west e ige of the said Canton pike
two hunired and sixty-nine (269,)
feet to the corner of Wallace & Ad-
cock's, (now Wallace & DeTreville)
present lot of said pike; thence with
their present line and in a w esternly
direction, three hundred feet to
another of their corners; thence
with their present western line in a
northern ly direction, to the point of
beginnning, containing by survey of
Rodman Y. Meacham, eight 53-100
acres (853.)"
Also, all the machinery and ap-
pliances, which constitute the plant
recently operated by said company;
also certain lumber and materials
And other personal property.
Said rest estate will he first. offered
in two lot-, together with the ma
chinery as follows: The second tract
of land, described above with the
building.; situated thereon will be
offered. first, then, the first trict of
land wite ti e buildin,:s thereon. to-
gether with all the machine! E X-
cept three pieces of machinery of
which J. A. Fay & Egan Co.. has
lien4, which will be sold separately;
then, the two lots of real estate, to
gether with all the machinery ex-
cept the three pieces above named
will be offered as a whole, and the
sale made in the way that most
money will he realized. Then, the
tnree pieces of machinery above de-
scribed.which is thesmachinery that
J. A. Fay & Egan company, of Cin
einnati, Ohio, have a lien on will be
sold separately. Then, the material,
lumber and other personal property
will be sold separately.
The purchaser or purchasers for
the real estate and machinery will
be required to give bond with good
security, or may pay cash. The lum-
ber and other personal property than
the machinery will be sold for cash.
This is a theroughly well equipped
plant, and Hopkinsville is a good
locatien for a planing mill and lum-
oer contracting business. For fur-
ther information, address the
Planters Bank & Trust Company, or
Only Real Show Day!
Hopkinsville,
Thursday, Aug.
Spend your money for your Am tP41-'1,1flitlil the same as you would
for your other wants
VI AT THE BEST ONLY!
Wait Only For the Big Event and The Only Great
Show Coming This Season
SUN BROTHERS9
GREATER PROGRESSIVES HOws
Entirely New for This Season. Enough New Features to Make it a New
Show Throughout. No Time Worn Acts are Here Displayed..
-
17 Years of Gfeater Success Than
All Other Shows
Greater and Richer in Wild Beast Wonders.
Greater and More Gorgeous in Appearance.
Greater and More Moral than all others
Greater and Finer Horses
Greater and Most Meritorious Acts
Greater in the Past. Greater Now. Always in the Future
$500.00
Will be donated to the charitable institutions of this
town and county, if any gamblers, fakirs, swindlers and
ticket scalpers are knowingly permitted to operate in or
about the establishment of Sun Brother's Greater Exhibitions.
Can Other Shows Say As Much?
Every Day on the Show Grounds and
ALL FREE TO THE PUBLIC.
Will be given a plethora. of the greatest Free out-door ever de-
vised. Takes place at 11:30 a. m. These Fre3 Fetes are sin' i hing to
anticipate and want you to surely see them. Brit's/ the children
2 Two Complete and Uncurtailed Per irmances
Each Day
At Two and Eight O'clock -Doors Open at One ant seven O'clock
WANTED
Buy Car Load or Less—Any Quantity
Butter, Pouitriv. Wool,
Feathers, Ginseng, Beswax,
Tallow, Cow Hides. Mule Hides
Horse Hides and Sheep Hides
D. n't fail to see us for prices. Call, write or hone
The Haydon Produce Company
Cumb. Phoae 26-3, "ome Phone 1322.
E. 9th St., hear L. & N. Depot. HERBERT L. HAYDON, Mgr
Field Seed
We have anything you want in this line. Be sure
to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
everything with you. Bring us your corn and get
top prices either in seed or money.
Monarch Grain Co.,
(Incorporated) Wholesale and Retail
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Winfree & Knight
Real Estate
Here's a big bargain in a farm of
about 230 acres situated on the
southern boundary of Christian
county with about 80 acres of fine
timber, good residence, store house,
blacksmith shop, about 5000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, fsrm wa-
gon, dump cart, binder, mower
wheat drill hay rake, disk and
smooth harrow, wheat fan, corn
sheller, cider mill and all small
tools, needed on a farm, also full set
of blacksmith tools, all go with the
land at $15 per acre if sold at once.
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turn-
pike road.
Farm of 193 acres • of land near
Swift Ford, good dwelling, tenant
house, good tobacco barn, stable,
timber and water; will be sold cheap
• Farm has two sets improvements
two good tolcacco barns, fine stable
60 acres of timber, good stock water.
Will be sold for $6,000.
A fine farm of 200 acres of land
Within three mtles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will set! 140 or 160 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neighborhood.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road.
This land is good red clay subsoil,
and lies well and is in good condi-
tion, fronts about X mile on good
pike, makes a No. 1 small farm for
any purpose.
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land with
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
ches, fine new stable, cost s700, new
barn, 3 cabins, cow house and ma-
c-bine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
rood frame house awl good tobacco
barn.
400 acres desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn.,
heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Howell, Ky. price $7.00 per acre.
Farm of 241;'4acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 1;s,-..
stories, 6 rooms, 3 h411s. pantry anct
3 porehes, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
is well roatared amd land is in good
part and under gciod *lire fence. •
900 acres of land in Christiao coun-
ty, 5 miles from I. C. 'R. • R., 3030
acres in cultivation. 650 acres in
timber, red oak. white, pak, hickory
sob and poplar. The lace is well
watered and productive. Has two
good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to-
bacco barns and 5 tenant houses.
and a fine storehouse and a splendid
location for country store. This
farm is underlaid with good coal. A
mine has been 'operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
:Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
fawn on good pike.
'Farm of 263 acres well improved
2piles east of Pembroke; Ky.
:14 acres near Gtacey, Ky.
•,.#734 acres 12 miles from Hopkins-
vifie on Masons Mill road.
8633,i acres on Palmyra road near
aarrettsburg, Ky.
i Z36 acres good red play land, well
improved, plenty of good timber and
Well watered, 2 miles west of Pem-
broke, Ky.
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N.
3.R.
5S16 acres good improvements, 7
gniles west of Hopkinsville. Price
1150).
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons
buill read. Price $760.
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
ion pike.
102 acres 2 miles from town.
107 acres 2X miles S. W. of Crof-
ton. Ky., on Trade Water, good im-
provements,
325 acres 3 miles south of Hop-
linsville on pike.
• 253 acres 6 miles north of town.
• 530 acres 2 miles from Fairview,
•Ky., one of the finest tracts of land
ote Kentucky.
211 acres 6 miles south of Hopk ins-
ville.
448 acres 6 miles southeast of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., well improved.
• 100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky.
, 180 acres fine land, well improved,
' 4 miles from Hopkinsville on pike.
46 acres 5 or 6 miles from town on
' Kirkmanqville road, good improve-
Price $700. •
; 386 acres 5 miles from city on the
; Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville,
well improved, fine, land, $65 per
acre.
; 276 acres fine land on Clarksville
; pike, 136 acres in fine timber.
87X acres 3 miles south of Hop-
! kinsville, about 3 acres in timber. Since the discovery of "A. J. M."
146 acres 134 miles south of Hop- I Prescription, the new skin remedy,
kinsville, Ky. its success has exceeded the most
126 acres on Princeton road, 12 , sanguing expectationsof the dispens
miles from Hopkinsville, Ky., 25
acres in timber, well improved and 
i ers who gave it to.the world. It has
bottom land, $30 per acre. 43 acres cured thousands of cases of eczema
I about 1 ;mile from above tract, 10 and cleaned the skin of facial dis-acres cleared balance in timber.. figurements and repulsive pimples
rice $15 per acre. of years' standing. The burningscr ,
land itchings of eczema are stopped
=Goon room house on Oneal Ave., with the first application.
• inlgood repair, with all necessary In minor (skin troubles such as
1 :oat houses, stable ond cistern. Price rashes, 'blotches, pimples, black-
' 700. This is a bargain. , heads, barber's itch, salt rheum,
WINFREE dz KNIGHT.; itching piles, red noses, dandruff,
4 oak and ivy poison, odored feet, re-
; C/ 1E5 Ti C,
The KM 
sults show after a few applications.
A muddy, greasy or sallow complex-
; Owes the ion is quickly improved; over night.
IIIIPOW•
it 
# Sold by all druggists. Price 60cts.
and $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN
todoi Dyspepsia Gar? MEDI
CINE Co., Props., Toledo,
i 





CAMPAIGN TOURS BOMBE DENIAL IS ENTERED
FOR W. J. BRYAN ARE MAPPED
OUT.
Democratic Nominee Will Probably
Speak in Every Large City in
the Country.- -No Dates Set
I tgr:w711-21.24.'140
BUFFALO, N. Y., Aug. 7.—Wil-
liam J. Bryan .will make several
campaign tours, which will embrace
nearly all parts of the country,
speaking in most of the principal
cities between the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts. 'The candidate's
itinerary is now under preparation
by Norman E. Mack, chairman of
the Democratic National committee,
who made known today the general
plan of the tours. John W. Kern,
the Democratic vice president can-
didate, will likely accompany Mr.
Bryan on part of the trip, and
Chairman Mack hopes to arrange to
have Mr. Kern to speak with Mr.
Bryan when he Makes his visit to
New York state. Mr. Mack said:
"While the present plans are ten-
tative and subject to change, Mr.
Bryan will nigke several tours which
will take in practically the whole
United States. He will speak only
In the large cities, and will not at-
tempt to do the exhaustive work
that he has done in other of his
campaigns. Soon after the notifica-
tion of Mr. Bryan in Lincoln, he
will speak in the middle section of
the country. visiting Chicago, Cleve-
land, ; Cincinnati, St. Louis and
other cities. Later Mr. Bryan will
go east and on this trip 1 am plan-
ning to have Mr. Kern make a joint
speaking tour with him. •
-rho Pacific coast states also
will be visited by Mr. Bryan, pro-
bably after the trip in the east. No
definite date for any of the cities
has been set and will not be for
some little time. Mr. Kern will be
actively .engaged during the cam-
paign with speeches, making tours
through the principal parts of the
country."
Chairman Mack is still engaged
with the section of the sub-com-
mittee of tie national committee
which will have the direction of the
Democratic campaign.
DANGER IN DELAY.
Kidney Diseases Are Too Cangerous
For Hopkinsville People To
Neglect.
The great danger of kidney
troubles is that they get a firm hold
before the sutfersr recognizes them.
Health is gradually undermined.
Backache, headache nervousness,
lameness, soreness, lumbago, uri-
nary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and
Bright's disease follow in merciless
succession. Don't neglect your
kidneys. Cure the kidneys with
the certain and sate remedy, Doan's
Kidney Pills, which has cured peo-
ple right here in Hopkinsville.
Miss L. A. Hester, 8-.6 North
Main St., Hopkinsville, K., says:
"I believe that there is Hale need
of anyone suffering the tortures of
backache when such an effective
remedy as Doan's Kidney Pills can
be proOured at L. A. Johnson & Co's
drug store. The prompt and thor-
ough relief which followed their use
in my case has given me abiding
faith in their merits. In the sum-
mer of 1903, I was suffering greatls
from a soreness and lameness acrass
the small of my back and other
difficulties arising from a weakened
condition of my kidneys. Twe
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills was all
that was required to free me from
the distretsing pain in my pack and
restore my kidneys tots healthy eoe-
clition. I recommend Doan's Kid-
ney Pills and now at the end of four
years I still hold the same good
opinion of them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole .gents for the
United States. Remember the name
Doan's—and take no other.
*eye,
STOPS ITCHING:INSTANTLY
Eczema, Pimples. Rashes, Blotches,
Eruptions. etc.,: Quickly Eradicated
by New Skin Remedy.
BY AWFUL HUMOR BY
Almost Covered w:th Eczema—No
Night's Rest for Nearly a Year—
Feared Lifelong Disfigurement—
All Treatments Failed and Limit
of Endurance Seemed Near,
PERFECT RECOVERY
IS DUE TO CUTICURA
"With the exception of his hands and
feet, my son Clyde (thirteen years old)
was almost completely covered with
eczema. Physicians treated him for
nearly a year without helping him any.
While they were very kind and did all in
their power, yet nothing seemed to re-
lieve him. And I had tried many rem-
edies sent to me by kind friends but they
all failed. His head, face, and neck were
covered with large scabs which he would
rub until they fell off. Then blood and
matter would run out and that would be
worse. Many a time he looked as if
his ears would drop off. Friends com-
ing to see him said that if he got well he
would be disfigured for life.
"When it seemed as if he could pos-
sibly stand it no longer, I decided to
ry Cuticura. I bought a cake of Cuti
cura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment,
and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent. I
used them in the evening and that was
the first night for nearly a year that he
slept. This may sound exaggerated
to you, but in the morning there was a
great change for the better. In about
six weeks you could not have told that
he had ever had anything wrong with him.
I treated him twice a day for six months
and at present he has a tine complexion
and not a scar on his body. This story
may seem overdrawn, but neither words
nor pen can describe Clyde's suffering
and how he looked. Our leading phy-
sician. Dr. —, recommends the Cuti-
cura Remedies for eczema. Mrs. Algy
Cockburn, Shiloh, 0., June 11, 1907."
Frequent shampoos with enticura
Soap ilrul weekly dressings with Cuti-
cura stop falling hair, remove crusts,
scales, and dandruff, destroy hair para-
sites, soothe irritated, itching surfaces,
stimulate the hair follicles, supply the
roots with nourishment, loosen the scalp
skin, and make the hair grow upon a
sweet, wholesome, healthy scalp, when
all other remedies fail.
Ccmnlete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants. Children, and Adults
consists of Cutleurs Soap (25e.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cutlet:ill Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cut leers Resolvent (50e.). (or in the form of Chocolate
Coated PI:ls. 25c. per vtal of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Sokl thrno:Thout the world. Potter Drtnt. az Chem.
:'-ops., Dorton. Mas3
Me• Malled Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.
NOTICE
Contract to be Let.
Sealed bids will be secured from
now until Aug. 15th for the building
of 2 miles more or less of turnpike on
Crofton and Princeton roads near
Crofton. Specifications can be had
by applying to any of the following
commissioners. Rights reserved to
reject any and all bids. Bids to be
opened at office of county attorney.





Those desiring life insurance will
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record ot the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
mical management, liberality of
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi
dends to reduce cost pf your insur
ance.
ly H. D. WAIJLACE, Agt
...••••••••••••.
Itching Skin Diseases
Are readily cured by Zetno. A liquid
for external use. Zemo gives instant
relief and permanently cures any form
of Itching, Skin or Scalp disease. All
Druggists. Write for sample. E. W.
Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sold by Anderson aSi, Fowler Drug
Co., incorporated. •
IS MI 0 Pa. X AS..
dsci the The Kind You Have Always liongn
iignatnrs
Dr. Kong's New Life Pills


















That Buyers Had Made Agreement Not
to euy T. bacco For Purpose
of Injuring Association.
In a letter to the Clarksville 12eaf-
Chronicle, Martin J. Condon, presi-
dent of the American Snuff com-
pany, gives his reasons for curtail-
ing the purchases of tobacco in the
dark district.
NEW YORK, Aug. 3, 1908—Dai'y
Leaf-Ct ronicle, Clarksville, Tenn.—
Gentlemen: Our attention has been
called to an article that recently ap-
peared in your paper, which in sub-
stance states that there is an im-
pression among the farmers that the
decrease in the sales of tobacco is a
part of the plan of the trust to do
everything in its power to embarrass
the organization.
By "the organization" we under-
stand that you mean the Dark To-
bacco Planters' Protective Associa-
tion of Kentucky, Tennessee and
Virginia, and by "the trust" we un-
derstand that you mean this com-
pany, or at least to include this com-
pany as a part of the trust.
There have been a great many
things stated in newspapers, and
otherwise, about this company in the
section where it buys tobacco, which
we have wisely or unwisely ignored.
So far as any of these things stated
or implied that there existed any
sort of an arrangement or agreement
between this company and any oth-
er buyer of tobacco -whether Regie
or other—these statements are ab-
solutely untrue and have been utter-
ly without foundation.
We have concluded, with respect
tisthis particular statement at least,
to ask you to publish our explicit
denial of what the article in question.
says is the general impression among
practically all the farmers.
We are buying now, and have al-
ways bought, tobacco absolutely in-
dependently and with nosonnection,
understanding, co-operation or
agreement between us and any
other buyer of tobacco. The reduc-
tion in iur purchases at the present
time is not part of any plan to do
anything to embarrass the Dark To-
bacco Planters' organization, but it
is simpy and only due to the fact
that we have already on hand a
larg# r surplis of tobacco suitable for
our needs than we usually have,
and as large a surplus as our busi-
ness warrants us in carrying. This
condition naturally diminishes our
purchases, for the time being, and
our action in this respect has been
without any agreement, understand-
ing co-operation or consultation




MARTIN J. CONDON, President.
DO YOU GET 'UP
WITH A LAME BACK?
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable.
Almost everybody who reads the news-
'lepers is sure to know of the wonderful
• I cures made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-
Root, the great kid-
ney, liver and blad-
der remedy.
It is the great med.




by Dr. Kilmer, the
eminent kidney and
successful in promptly curing lame back,
•
bladder specialist, and is wonderfully
uric acid, catarrh of the bladder and
Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec-
ommended for everything but if you have
kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be
found just the remedy you need. It has
been tested in so many ways, in hospital
work and in private practice, and has
proved so successful in every case that a
special arrangement has been made by
which all readers of thi*.poper, who have
not already tried it, may have a sample
bottle sent free by mail, also a book tell-
ing more about Swathp-Root, and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trou-
ble. When writing mention reading this
generous offer in this paper and send your
address to Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton,
N. V. The regular
fifty-cent and one-
dollar size bottles are
sold by all good druggists. Don't make
any mistake, but remembei the name,
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root.




ZEMO, a scientific preparation for
external use. Stops itching instantly
and destroys the germs that cause skin
diseases. Eczema quickly yields and is
permanently cured by this remarkable
medicine. All Druggists. Write for sam-
ple. E. W. Rose Med. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
ga Sold by Anderson ez; Fowlerj;Drog
Co., incorporated.
The Sind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
La use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has becu made undo], i-is per-
sonal super rision Since its intaney.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good' are but
Experiments that trifle with oudanrser tho health of
Infants and Children—Expc3;ciencit against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destro cs Worms
and allays reveriehness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Dow Ls, giving- healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Pa4 Lacea—The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTOR1A
Boars the Signature of
ALWAYS
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE CENTAUR COMPAP V. TT tet4RMAT NEW TORII CITY.
The Wisdom
of Saving
Is proven in every walk of life and the
most potent fact of all is the undisput-
ed result that all men who now have
fortunes began with saving accounts.
Try it, it's an undertakin in which you
cannot possibly lose. We pay 3 per
cent. interest and open an account
with you even thougn you begin with
but a single dollar,
Commercial
Savings Bank.




Louisville 86 Nashville Railroad
-4
Time Card. CorrecteVJan. 13,19084
NORTH. SOUTH
No, 62 St. Louis Express...10:16 a m No. Si bt. Louis Express ....6:19 p
No. 64 St. Louis Fast 10:06 p m No 63 St. Louis Fast Mail. .5:37 a in
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6.09 a m Orleans Limited.. . . .11:60 p m
No.r,56 Hopkinsville Accom.8:66 p m Nc. 66 Hopkinsvi1legAccom.7:064 n-.
No. 94  .6:43 p m No. 96 937 am
Nos. 62 and 64 connect at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as :far south
Erin and forj.ouisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisvillo, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof Nos. 63 anp 56 also conned' \
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to St Louis and will not carry passengers to points
outh of Evansville
No. 93 through sleepers to-Atlanta and Macon, Also Pullman sleeper
te New Orleans. Connecta at Guthrie for points east and west
J. C. HOOE, Agt.
Adwell & Stowe,
Contracting Tinners and Plumbers
ROOF 'PAINTING AND ALL
KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
For Hidh Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.
Cumb. Phone 270








,DEATH PENALTY Dr. McCormack Says
City Should Be Indicted
IS FIXED BY THE NIGHT RIDERS'
OATH
4
SEWS Wiley Stewart in His Testimony
it Murray.—Much Evidence is Pro-
duced by Commonwealth.
ili1URRA.Y, Ky.. Aug. 8.—Wiley
Siswart, one of the witnesses for the
, peosecution in the alleged Night
Rider trials, today gave the oath
iredetail which he says all new re-
=
creisits to the Sight Rider bands are
;
isfrced to take. This oath provides
apeath penalty for any who may
Atejil the secrets of the Night Riders.
N rThe first witness was James Whit-
leek, a young farmer and night op-
•rlith- *later at Shiloh, who said he
 was
.e Weed to join the Night Riders in
..? order that he might cut off the
sritch ;whenever a raid was in pro-
gress. He said Jake Ellis and Van
lkins made him join. They visited
leini the fourth Monday in March
4
fr the ostensible purpose of trading
horses, but after they got him in the
1
Islam he said they made him kneel
ises a horse blanket and take a blood
Curdling oath, with his hand raised
In the air. He could not remember
tle words.i
s ' Afterward, he 
said, they gave him
tlie signs, grips and passwords. The
align was three whistles and the pass-
torsi "The Silent Brigade." He
riaid they asked him if he wished to
jisin, and when he said no they said
tie would have to, that "We are two
tei your one, but we can be 250 to
*our one."
1 Tho Commonwealth called fifty
+itnesses and the defense ten. Com-
. onwealth's Attorney Denny Smith,t ead the indictment, but did notqtate what he expects to prove. Then
the witnesses were separated, some-
thing Judge Cook did not wish to
ieaste the time in doing but finally
*greed to.
: The jury is composed of James K.
Filler, E. J. Williams, Pat Beale,
44ontie McQuestion, W. S. Shoe-
t. 
aker. M. Dixon, R. S. Griffin, B.
Brinn, S. 0. Miller, Mat McDan-
1, C. E. Hatcher and 0. F. Curd.
1 Wiley Stewart told of the propos-'
4d plan to attack Murray. The pur-
*ose was to whip Griffin and Pitts,
4obacco buyers, and Henry Dees,
,
Ihe banker, who had not acceded to
+11 their demands to advance money
6n tobacco. At the meeting discuss-
ing to plan to raid the town, is was
said iii passing that 3,600 members
of the band were needed in different
counties. It was finally decided to
- pospone the attack on Murray until
fall.
Joe Bell and Clay Garland, wit-
ness said, were sent into Trigg coun-
ty to see what help could be secured,
-1 and 
reported to the meeting that 2.50
imp with a wagon. load of guns
would come. They were given $3,
raised by contributions, to defray
the expenses of the trip.
It was decided to tell Al Perry not
to deliver his tobacco to incispendei t
-, dealers and to join the association.
Moses Thornton, for visiting whose
house the defendants are on trial,
took the stand and identified Jake
Ellis. Henry Taylor and William
McClure. He said McClure was the
captain, but Jake Ellis did the talk-
ing. More than a hundred of them
were present, wearing black calico
masks and carrying weapons. The
captain wore a scarf made of a white
table cloth with rings on it made by
the bottoms of sauceree He gave the
orders "sheet face' and "Up" after
the riled and the men tired their guns
in the air and dispersed.
Thornton was called from his home
about 2 o'clock on the, morning of
March 10, and ordered to carry a
light. He appeared at the door,
bearing a lamp and was compelled
to throw up his hands with the lamp
in one of them. Then he had to call
his grown-up son. He was instruct-
t plant four acres of tobacco under
/ pain of bei
ng whipped until his body
wouldn't hold corn shucks and then
be hanged.
NO UNHAPPY COUPLES
Seek Dissolution of Their Marita
Vows.
Mrs. Earnest Watson has filed
suit for divorce from her husband,
John Watson. The plaintiff says
they were married in June 1907 and
lived together for only three months
when the defendant abandoned he;
She also charges him with certain
bad habits. She prays for an abso-
lute divorce and the custody of their
one child.
Suit for. divorce has been filed on
the grounds of abandonment by
Laura Ratliff against Jim Ratliff. It is with much pride that
 the State
Plaintiff says they were married in Fair management will open to the pub-
1901 and lived together until March lie in September what it bass every
1906.
Secretary of State Board of Health Finds Many Things
Threatening the Public Health in Hopkinsville
—Points Out Duty of Teachers.
iFrom Saturday's Daily)
Instead of addressing the citizens
of the town in the city court room
yesterday afternoon as had been
previously announced, Dr. J. N,
McCormack secretary of the state
board of health, took advantage of
the teachers institute being in ses-
sion and made his talk to teem in
the circuit courtroom. Many town
people had gathered to hear Mr.Mc-
Cormack and these also repaired to
the circuit court room when the
change was made.
Dr. McCormack addressed himself
particularly to the teachers. He
pointed out the necessity of and
the best means for securing the
proper sanitary conditions in the
schools and especially for the main-
taining of sufficient ventilation. He
also told the teachers that no high-
er duty was before them than they
should teach the children how to
combat contagious diseases. Espec-
ially did he refer to typhoid fever,
outlining minutely the course that
should be followed in order to pre-
vent a spread of this disease.
Regarding Hopkinsville he con-
demned in unmeasured terms tbe
dumping of sewerage into Little
River. He characterized the river as
cess pool" and said that if some-
thing wasn't done to relieve the
situtation the town should be indict-
ed by the next grand jury.
He used nearly as strong language
regarding the dumping of sewerage
from the asylum into the east fork
of the river and a movement has
already becn started to remedy this
trouble.
He also scored the practice of us-
ing dry wells in disposing of sewer-
age, and said this, more than any
other one thing, was filling the earth
with typhoid fever and other dis-
ease germs and unless discontinued
would have a tendency to bring on
an epidemic of disease.
He vinited one of the dairies and a
slaughted pen. He said he found
the dairy in good conditon but he
notified the slaughter pen owner
that while it was in as good condi-
tion as most any that would be
found, still it did not come up to re-
quirements. He also announced
that the state inspector of slaughter
houses would soon make this town a
visit and he felt sure that he would
condemn the slaughter houses land
order an up-to-date one to be built
which should be used by all of the
butchers of the town.
Cuts Ed Drake's Pocket And Gets
$14 in Money.
cut across one of the hip pockets
A SLICK THIEF last night.Drake says he dosen't know
whether the money was taken from
him as he was standing with the
crowd about the opera house en-
trance before the show last night or
after he went inside. Ho did not
(Fi om Saturday's Daily) discover his loss entil after the show
Ed Drake is poorer by $14 today The money was in a purse in his hip
than he was yesterday and a good pocket and the thief had cut a slit in
pair or trousers have besn badly the cloth and slipped the purse
dttnaged by a long slit which was through the opening.
re jl
State Fair News Items 11
Great Show Next Month
CONVENTIONS AND EXCURSIONS.
A new special conifnittee has been
created this year by the State Fair
management, known as the Committee
on Excursions and Conventions, with
Mr. Smith T. Bailey as chairman. Al-
ready a number of annual meetings
for state organizations have been se-
cured, including the Kentucky Beef
Cattle Associaticn, the Kentucky Dairy
Cattle Club, the Swine Breeders' As-
sociation, the State Berkshire Associa-
tion, the State Horticultural Society,
the Good Roads Association and vari-
ous others of a kindred nature.
A suitaLle convention hall will be
provided underneath the grandstand
with every accommodation and con-
venience possible for the visiting or-
ganizations. Chairman Bailey hopes
to have many other meetings listed
before the opening day and is arrang-
ing to have a large number of excur-
sion trains from all sections of the
state. In other words, it is his inten-
tion to make it a ccnvention week
and the banner week in the history of
the Falls City for the largest number
of out-of-town visitors.
THE NEW STATE FAIR GROUNDS.
The new Kentucky State Fair
grounds, where the 1908 annual exhibi-
tion will be held, is easily one of the
most modernly arranged and best
equipped in the country. From an aes-
thetic point of view the graceful lines
of the buildings harmonize with the
surroundtng topography. The car
lines will extend into the grounds so
that one may step directly from the
car to the entrance of the Fair. An
imposing archway will extend over the
main driveway at the entrance. The
driveway, 100 feet in width, leads di-
rectly to the Livestock Pavilion. Grass
plots with rows of trees s1ll subdivide
this driveway and lines of hedges will
border it on the sides. In front cf the
Livestock Pavilion will oe an attrac-
tive fountain located in the center of
large flower bed designs.
The racetrack and grandstand are
located in the eastern part of the
grounds, some 600 feet from the pavil-
ion. The surface of the track has been
finished with exceptionally fine clay.
The stables and cooling shed for
horses are located just south of the
track. The architecture of all the
buildings will be along the lines of the
Spanish Mission style, with white
sides and red tile roofs. This class
and style of architecture will harmon-
ize with the undulating grounds and
graceful driveways which are bordered
with hedges and plants and give it a
most pleasing appearance.
$100,000 LIVESTOCK PAVILION.
reaeori to-beiieve t1 - finest livestock
(pavilion in the world. While some-
what similar to other great State Fair
pavilions, it is quite different from any
of them and combines the gocd points
of all of them. It will be 212 feet wide
and 400 feet long, with an interior
arena measuring 116 by 300 feet.
There will be an entrance to the arena
at either end, having direct connec-
tion with the horse and cattle barns.
A fifteen-foot promenade will extend
; entirely around the cutside of the are-
na. The main entrances are arranged
in four large towers, one at each cor-
ner of the building, to give an abun-
dance of space for entrance and exit
The construction is of the most per-
manent character, being largely con-
crete and steel. All horses and cattle
, will be exhibited in this building, a
, great improvement over the hot, dusty
show rings and the inconvenient stuffy
tents used in the past.
WEBER'S BAND
Weber's Prize Band of America, one
of the finest concert organizations in
, the West, will furnish the music for
I the State Fair. Each of Weber's pro-
grams will be three hours loag and be
made up entirely of popular music. A
number of soloists will be heard. Mr.
Weber has felt the public pulse long
enough to know about whr.t is wanted;
add to this a band that is unsurpassed
anywhere, his own perionality and
splendid leading power.;, soloists of
known ability, and it is hard to see
how the State Fair management could
have secured a bigger attraction in
the way of a band.
THE HORSE SHOW AT
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR.
With the largest prizes ever offered
for horses at a Kentucky Fair, the
greatest exhibit of equine flesh in the
history of the Blue Grass State is con-
fidently expected. For the first time
exhibitors and spectators will have the
pleasure of seeing a first-class horse
show in a large, commodious arena,
completely under shelter, without feel-
ing the effect of the burning sun or
being exposed to damp and chilly
weather and undergoing the inconve-
nience of a weather-soaked show ring.
Turnstiles to Be Used at the Ken-
tucky State Fair.
Secretary J. W. Newman of the Ken-
tucky State Fair has provided the
most approved pattern of turnstile to
be used at each entrance to the State
Fair. Neither the skinny nor the fat
man will have any trouble in passing
through them. They are equipped
with registers which can tell at any
minute just how many persons have
passed through.
For catalogue, entry blanks or other
Information, write J W. Newman, Sec-
retary, 320 Paul Jones Building. Louis-
ville, Ky.
ROUTINE MATTERS
OCCUPIED THE CITY COUNCIL'S
TIME LAST NIGHT
Another Meeting Will be Held Next
Friday Night.—Dr. Jackson Lays
Down the Law.
(From Saturday's Daily)
At the regular monthly meeting
last night the board of council did
not get to the really important mat-
ters which were to have come before
them and another meeting will be
held next Friday night to attend
to these things. As it was the coun-
cilmen did not leave the council
chamber until after 11 o'clock.'
The usual budget of accounts was
allowed and the reports of the city
officials were received.
The sum of $50 was appropriated
for Lebkuecher's band to help out
on the expense of the series of out-
door concerts which are being given.
Traps, similar,to the one placed at
Second avenue and Virginia streets'
sometime ago, were ordered to be
installed in the sewer openings from
Second avenue to Tenth avenue, in
order to do away with the odof.
The city engineer was ordered to
furnish maps of the fire department
and public schools showing the lo-
cation of fire plugs about the city.
Dr. J. B. Jackson, secretary of the
county board of health, appeared
before the council in regard to an
order which he had served on the
council two days ago in which he
gave the city twenty days to reme-
dy the conditions now existing as a
'result of the dumping of sewerage
Into Little River.
Dr. Jackson told the council that
some other dumping place would
have to be found for the private
sewers which now empty into the
river; that the stagnation of this
sewerage threatened the health of
the entire community and polluted
the waters of the stream for miles
below here and under the authority
vested in him as'county health offi-
cer he did not propose to let the
danger longer exist. He also told
the council that their agreement to
anew sewers to empty into the river
at some point further down the river
csuld hot be carried out thi,
would endanger the health of per-
sons living further down the stream.
The council seemed disposed to
temporize with the health officem
but lie delivered his ultimatum thal
unless something was done to reme-
dy the trouble within the next twen-
ty days that he would take steps to
enforce such action. He says that
he intends to stop altogether the
practice of dumping sewerage in the
river. That it may be run inSo
septic tank, hauled away and burn-
ed or disposed of in any other way,
but it cannot go into the river.
Similar notice was served by Dr.
Jackson upon the asylum officiels
and they have ajready promised
that the matter will receive atten-
tion. This is a state affair, though.
and Dr Jackson says that he doe,
not expect as quick results as he
does with the city on account of the
more intricate channels through
which the action will have to be
taken.
Don't Be Blue
And loose all interest when help is
within 'reach. Herbine will make
that liver perform it duties proper-
ly, J. B. Vaugh, Elba, Ala.,writes:
"Being a constant sufferer lrom
constipation and a disordered liver,
I have found Herbine to he the best
medicine for these troubles on the
merket. I have used it constantly.
I believe it to he the best medicine
of its kind, and I wish all sufferers
from these troubles to know the
good Herbine has done me. For sale
by L. A. Johnson & Co.
• ••••••-
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 min-
utee sure with one of Dr Shoop's
Pink Pain Tablets. The formula is
on the 26-cent box. Ask your (Wet( r
or druggist about this formula. Stop
womanly pains, headache. pains
anywhere. Write Dr. Shoop
Racine, Wis. for free trial to prove
value of his Headache,or Pink Pain
Tablets. Sold byAnderson&Fowler
Drug Co.,incorporated
FOR BREAKFAST—Try our ma-
chine sliced beakfast bacon and
dried beef. W. P. Qualls 0th St. dlw
seee.sse 
Piles helped at once with Dr.
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Just to
prove it, a tri 1 box will be mailed
on request, by writing Dr Shoop,
Racine, Wis. Itching, smarting,
bleeding piles, internal or external, 
DR. CI P. ISBEL, i
incorporated. 
1 !
get quick and certain help from Ma-
gie ointment. Large box 60c. Sold 
—of the —
McKillip Veterinary537 Anderson & F
owler Drug Co.,
I COLLEGE, of„CHICAGO, 1
1 Has returned to Hopkinsvilie,
for the practice of Veterinary
Surgery and Dentistry.







SIX DIG DAYS DAILY RACES
$25,000 IN PREMIUMS.
WEBERS BAND ATTRAcTioN2s0 SIDE SHOWS
Here is the place to display your live stock and farm
products; to meet your friends; and to combine amusement
with information. Show every day, rain or shine, in our new
$100,000 Live Stock Pavilion. Be one of the quarter of a
million to visit this year's Fair.
LOW RAILROAD RATES
Tor information, entry blanks or catalog. address
J. W. NEWMAN. Secretary Ne Louisville, Ky.
110PKINSVILLE,i,
Thursday 20. Wood & Wood1 Real Estate
Here's a Show Worth Agents
Your While.
lq Office, Hopper Block.
Familiary Known Everywhere as the
"Exhibition of Quality." 1 /Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
II
is e ILY1r*ILlirlr0.11L•virAILv 4,-•• IlLs,
Sun Brothers  Dr. R. L. tir4dley,
Veterinary Surgeon.
Greater Progressive araduate of Ontario Veterinary Cot
lege, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; fling by a new
process. Very specia surgicel oper
atinne fer tk cure o Spavins and
Neurotomy for the cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near Le& N. de-
pot. Telephone 145.




Hunter Wood 86 Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsviile, - Kentucky
Great in the Past= t
Greater at Present-
Always in the Future-
A 19(58 Cloudburst of Amusement
Triumphs, New Acts. New Animals.
New Features, New Sensations
Newest or Everything for
his Year.
Great Carnival of Novelties. ;
Majestic Csravsn of Wild Beasts.
Blue Riobon Horse Fair
Athletic Tournament
Society Vaudeville Adjunct
High CI iss Band Concert,
Conclave of rreined Elephants '
Huge Freak Bazaar
Aerie! Features of Prominence
Mighty exposition of Acrobatism
50 All Star Acts
A veritable magic traveling city of
climax cepping marvels and
splendors
SUN 13 IZOTI-I ERS
GREATER SHOWSPROGRESSIVE
are the Acme or Chasteness, and for
the past successive 17 ye Ire. reeard-
ed everywhere as the leading
,
A W Wood tiunter Wood, Jr
The Children's Paradise 
1
Family Show of America ,
—and-
2 Great and Complete
Performances Daily
at 2 and 8 p. m. Doors open
1 hour earlier
At 11:30 a. m. on theFrep Show Grounds a series
of Free Exhihitiens, all
of a Thrilling and Diversified Char- ,
acter.
Beyond Comparison All Free
Be On Hand Early
11 13 16 17 19
C, 1EL X
Lean the The 






















LIVERY, FEI o BOARDING-) ;
St34iel
Horses Roueht and Sold.
East Ninth Street











Lunches at All Hours
Call On
Hancock Bros.
No 23, 9th St
—.44444444
CALL ON














WEEKLY KE_NPflUC'KY NEM ERA.
IN LEST CONTEST
HOHKINSVIL4 BOYS PUTS IT TO
WILL BUY AIRSHIP
UNCLE SAM WILL PURCHASE
--- back to Fort Meyer. shall send commissioners to the The Western Union Telegraph
The ball games scheduled for to- Capt. Baldwin is satisfied that he
morrow and Saturday with the Red can make twenty-two miles an hour 
State Fair meeting, where I am sure company has taken over the wires
you will see something
Fox team, of Nashville have been under the conditions prescribed by 
 done, that on the Tennessee Central railway
importance to the
called off. the signal corps. Gen. Allen and the 
will be of as much  between Nashville and Hopkins-
scientists who have been watching 
taxpayers of Kentucky, as anything eine,
' 
that will come before the State Fair. 
Kentucky, formerly operated
The people are anxious to co-operate 
by the Postal Telegraph company, 1 the Baldwin flight are of the same
Judging from the number of tick- and will operate them hereafter.opinion. Col. James Templar, for-
in this matter, and I am sure are This adds very materially to theeta that lime already been sold for mer chief of the aeronautical divi-
impatiently waiting to be told what all eady first class facilities thethe game scheduled for next Tues- sion of the British army, said he be-
day between the Elks and Woodmen lieved that Capt. Baldwin's dirigi-
to do." Western Union possesses to Clarks-
of the World will be wiinessed by an ble could make twenty-five miles an
ville and Hopkinsville and embraces




all intermediate points on the Ten-
nessee Central between Nashville
tickets and they are letting no one I 
and Hopkinsville, Ky. 
report to the British war office on
pass without purchasing. The games his inspection of the Baldwin dirigi-
will be ene of the hest ever played Ible balloon. His recommended that Fiftee
n-Year-Old Boy's Scheme to GRUESOME POSTCARDS.
by amateur teams and the best local:I several of its features be incorporat- Raise The Needful.
material has been selected upon ' ed in the new dirigible which the
British army is building and which 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 13.—A cit-
both sides.
_______.,„,.... •_. will practically have- the same MEMPHIS, Tenn., Aug. 13.—Bi
llie izen of 
Hopkinsville, Ky., has had
Rev. John Harrison Dead. 
dimensions of Capt. Baldwin's ship. Martin Young, aged 15 years, of 
photographed on a postal card the
Col. Templar favors the smaller air- Dixon Springs, Tenn., is the first 
bodies of four negroes recently
ship in the present stage of advance- buy in the United States to start a 
swung up on a cedar tree at Russell-
A telegram from President Ed- ment of aerial navigation, 
boy's fund for the Bryan campaign. 
vine and he has applied to the p est-
mund Harrison to his family an- In replying to a question as to Th
rough the Memphis News Scimi-
office department to know if under
noiraces the death of his brother, what he thought of the Zeppelin air_ tar he has 
called for organization of 
the regulations stch a postal card
the Rev. John Hartwell Harrison, ship, Col. Templar said: a "Kid 
Democratic Club," compos-
is prohibited from going through the
at Danville, Virginia. Dr. Harrison "It is too far ahead of the times. ed of 
bog's between the ages of 10 and 
mails. The picture is a decidedly
was notified Monday of the critical The experience 
must be gained with 20 years, each of whom is to send 25 
gruesome one, of course, and the
sm,aller airships. If Count Zeppe- cents to the News Scimitar to be 
features of two of the strangled ne-
illness of his brother, due to a sec- s men had been trained wi groes are clearly brought out on the
end stroke of paralysis, and left im- smaller aerial craft the unfortunate added
 to the Bryan And Kern cam-
mediately for Danville arriving accident to his airship would prob- paign fund. He .expects to 
have 
postal. The bodies of the other two
there Tuesday night. The deceased i ably not have occurred. The ca
ptain members in every state of the union. 
are hanging so that their faces can





e first ship c .< ..os _. the _......,....,  
not be plainly seen. The postmas-
,
Atlantic would have been unable to fey general is expected to make a
Virginia, and was sixty-nine years control the Mauretania of today. TAKEN TO LOUISVILLE. ruling on the matter in the course of
of age. He leaves a widow and Bev- I The captain of the modern ocean a few days. So far as is known now
era) children. ' 
ledge gained by those who piloted 
liner has the advantage of the know-
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.. Aug.15.— there is nothing in the law or regu-I 
smaller ships. The Zeppelin airship Rufus Browder, accompanied by the lations that would exactly cover this
Misses Lucy Whitlock and Louise I is as far ahead of the present ad- sheriff and soldiers left this morning case. There is nothing obscene in
Jonts have returned from a visit to 1 vancement in aerial navivation as for Louisville. There is no disorder the picture and it could not be ex-
Chicago and Bay View, Mich. i the Great Eastern was in water 
navi-
here. eluded on that score.I 
DRYS WIN
Wets Defeated at Newstead By Ma-
jority of Eleven.
Chat About People and
A license was issued here
yesterday for the marriage of I. C.
Menser to Miss Mattie Knight.
DRAUGHON'S AGAIN. BALWIN'S DIRIGIBLE (From Thursday's Daily)
The local option election in the Miss Hazel Roper left today fcr
Newstead precinct yesterday result- Sturgis where she will spend a
Failure to Mft Speed Requirements ed in a victory for the Prohibition 
month. She was accompained to
Red Fox Games Are Called Off—Much Princeton by her father, Chief Ellisforces, the majority being eleven
Does Not Prevent tile Deal
Interest In Fight of Lodge votes. The fight was a hard 
one. Roper.
Teams. 
Being Made. There is only one saloon in this dis-
trict, this being that of Joe Ledford A fine of $11 was assessed against
at Pee Dee, and as soon as the pres- Anthony Martin, colored. yesterday
WASHINGTON, Aug. 12.—The ent license expires, which will be in on a charge of cruelty to animals.
military dirigible balloon built for March, this will have to be closed. Martin was driving a poor, crippled
(From Thursday's Daily) and diseased old horse and whensignal corps of the army by Captain The prohibition fight was led by J.
Hopkinsville took the last game of Thomas S. Baldwin will be accepted. 
W. Riley and W. L. Caudle, aided
the series from Draughon's team, of "We are going to buy Baldwin's1 
by the Rev. J. R. Hawkins. 
arraigned pleaded guilty to the
Nashville, yesterday by the score of machine; we need it," said General Good Roads Movements. 
charge.
11 to 10, this giving the locals four James Allen, chief sicrnal officer,and ].
out of five games played. he indicated that failure to comply 
The additional two hundred dog
The game was a slow one and was with the speed requirements will not 
The following suggestion from tags which were ordered several
plentifully interspersed with swats prevent the purchase of the airship. 
Mr. Charles E. Barker, of Pembroke, days ago have arrived and now all
and errors. As a result scores were It is generally understood,therefore, 
are pertinent and important: who are not supplied can get them
"I am very much interested in the at the police office. Up to date 385
made,in bunches and until the lat- that the speed and endurance trials
ter part of the game the visitors will merely determine the price to 
good road convention to be held at tags have been sold.
were in tne lead. Raymond Smith be paid for the dirigible. 
the State Fair. I was at meeting at
Eminence, on July 3d, and feel fully Invitations have been receivedon the firing line for the locals and If, in the first official speed trial,
with the exception of one or two bad Captain Baldwin should make less 
repaid for going. I do not know
innings he was very effective, than sixteen miles an hour, General 
that it is much encouragement to 
here to the marriage of Lawrence
the average clod hopper to 
Dr 
spend 
Oncley and Miss Arena Hunsche at
aughon's used two pitchers, and Allen may so change the method ofC nnellton, Ind. The groom form-
erly lived here and is rememberedboth were hit hard, nearly every determining the speed that in the 
$1,800 on one mile of old pike repair-
ing it, but if we can get a representa-
man on the home team fattening his second trial flight Captain Baldwin's
batting average. Hardy Hadden dirigible will make' the required 
by many friends. He now holds an
tive meeting at Louisville, during important position in the schools of
the State Fair, we can do wonders Evansville and the couple will re-made the only home run of the speed. in the way of mapping out a system
game, this being a terrific line drive The first speed test, which it is ex- side there after September 1.of road working and save some of
to left field which rolled so far that pected will take place this evening,
Madden was well past third base will be over a course about two and 
the enormous amount of money that
when the fielder picked the ball up. one-quarter miles in a westerly di- 
is actually thrown away in each The many friends here of Lewis
Lynn Evans established a new rection from Fort Meyer. Timbers 
county by fiscal courts. As a su g— Waller will be glad to learn that he
n
record for continuous base running, will be Fttationed at the Fort Meyer 
gestio to Mr. Hanna and Mr. New- has deeided to come back to Hop-
Ben Winfree's "charley hoss" was drill grounds, which will be the 
man, let them call a meeting at each kinsville to make his home. He has
voting place in the state at 3 p. accepted a position with the Forbes
still so bad as to prevent him from starting point and at the turning
running and nearly every time point at the western end of the 
Saturday Aug. 29th. That each of Manufacturing company and will
Evans ran for him. Another time course. The speed will be deter- 
these meetings select a representa- enter upon his duties next Monday.
he sprinted for another player and in mined from the average speed made 
tive to a county meeting to be held' For several years Mr. Waller has
fact was most all the time making from the starting point to the turn-
at the court house on the following beers in the lumber business at Mad-
the circuit of the sacks for someone. ing point, and from the turning point 
Saturday. That these delegates or- isonville.
ganize into a county board, who
rr•SerSre-.. :;,A
19.114.7f, Vt74-41ft Or:
WITHOUT MASKS FARMER IS WARNED 1
A Band of Men go After a Negro Who
Had Sent Them Insulting Letter.
HUMBOLDT, Tenn„ Aug. 13.—
Quite a good deal of excitement oc-
curred at Gibson Wells, a well-
known health resort nine miles west
of here, when twenty-five unmasked
armed men rode into that village
anti asked for a negro whose name is
not reported, saying that a number
of them had received an insulting
letter from the negro, in which they
were invited to try their "little
whipping game on him." The men
did not try to conceal their identity.
A negro by the same !lair e of the
one whose name appeared to the
notes was found, but he acted so un-
suspiciously and open that the "day
riders" were convinced he had writ-
ten 110 letter such as they had re-
ceived. Consequently they disband-
ed, believing that some other negro
who had a vengeance to wreck on
the Gibson Wells colored man had
written the letter, with the hopes of
getting him whipped.
Many of the "day riders" were
leading citizens of the Brazil neigh-
borhood.
AUG- 14
THAT HE WILL BE WHIPPED BY
"NIGHT RIDERS."
Apparently Work of Private Enemy.—
Two Husbands Pnnish Men For
Insulting Wives.
J. S. Northington, a farmer living
near Garrettsburg, received a thret-
ening letter signed, v'Kentucky and
Tennessee Night Riders." The letter
referred to some trouble Mr. North-
ington had four years ago with a
man who threshed his wheat crop
and was docked on the settlement
for wasting so much of the grain.
The letter said that if the balance of
the man's bill was not paid in thirty
days Mr. Northington would be
waited upon and whipped. The busi-
ness matter referred to was known
to but few peopie and had about
been forgotten by Mr. Northington.
Two men who were walking along
the road near Binns' Mill, met Mrs.
PM 
Will Dockery and Mrs. Albert
Lindsay in a buggy and used insult-
1 ing language to them. They report-
ed the matter to their husbands who
found the men soon afterrward and
Passes Away at Her Home In Mem- gave them each a severe horsewhip-




Mrs. Annie E. McKee, widow of Walter H. Wade and Miss Rosa
Robert Letcher McKee, died Wed- May Gresham were married last
m sday at her home, 1701 East Beard night at the Shilo Mothodist church
place in Memphis. She was about on the' Cadiz raod. The ceremony
eighty five years of age and infirmi- was pronounced by the Rev. W. T.
ties incident to her advanced age Miller, of this ciiy. The attendants
caused her death. The body will be were Misses Berta Hiser and Bever-
brought here for burial, and will ar- ley Stewart, Miss Minnie Gresham
rive at 10:16 a. m. over the L. & N. and Mr. Stewart. Announcement "of
The procession will form at the de- the wedding had been made several
pot and go directly to Riverside days ago and the church was filled
cemetery where burial rites will with the friends and relatives of. the
take place. contracting parties. After the cere-
Mrs. McKee was a daughter of Fi- mony Mr. and Mrs Wade came to
delio Sharp, one of the pioneers of Hvpkinsville where they will reside.
Hopkinsville. Until about twenty Tne bride is the attractive daugh
years ago she resided in Christian ter of Ross Gresham, and the groom
county, near Longview. When she is a worthy young man who holds
left here she went to Memphis the position of assistant carrier on
where she had since resided. She one of the rural routes of this city.
retained her membership in the Sec-
ond Avenue Presbyterian • church
here notwithstanding the fact that
she had lived in Memphis for so Farm For Sale!
long a time. Sue was a consecrated
Christian woman and her chief
pleasure was in ministering to oth-
I will sell to the , highesters.
Three children survive her, these bidder on Thursday, Sept.
being Misses Elizabeth and Sarah 3rd, at 10 o'clock a. m., on
McKee and Kee R. McKee, the lat- the premises, (if not sold
ter of whom is now living in Okla- privately before that date)
horna City. She was alo the mother
of the late Sam McKee of Long- my farm, consisting of 150
view, acres land. House contains
JURY DISAGREES
MURRAY, Ky., Aug. 13.—The
ease against Jake Ellis has resulted
in a mistrial. The jury stood eight
for acquittal and four for conviction.
9 rooms; stable and other oat
buildings.
Well watered; situated 2 miles
from Hopkinsville on .Russellville
road. Will also sell all of my house-
hold and kitchen furniture, &c.,





Fall Styles Ladies' Suats.
We received to-day 18 Ladies' Tailored Suits, made in the latest
styles; materials the most popular of the season's weaves---ideal
suits for young ladies going away to school. They were taken from
the sample line of one of New York's most fashionable tailors,
worth $17.50 to $30.00. Just to speed early fall selling, take
any of them at ONE-THIRD OFF.
J. H. Anderson & Co.
6
1
,
-:740
